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CHEAPER 
BUT BETTER 
WHAT ARE THE POTENTIALS TO MINIMIZE 
LIFECYCLE COSTS AND CLIMATE FOOTPRINT IN HOUSING 
AND AT THE SAME ENSURE [IMPROVE] 
ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES?

ABSTRACT
Economy in architecture is not primarily building costs, but resource optimization and life cycle costs 
(LCC). The building industry argue that high costs is hindering quality housing, even though construction 
prices in Sweden is among the highest in Europe. Economic incentives are missing to build more clima-
te neutral. Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) can help architects identify the largest optimization opportuni-
ties for both cost and climate early in the design.
 The Swedish building sector causes 20% of the nation’s CO2 emissions. The lifecycle of 
buildings is central to climate change, yet knowledge of LCA remain scarce in most architecture and 
construction companies. However, interest is increasing as LCAs will become a requirement in 2022. 
 Moreover, 240 out of 290 municipalities have a shortage of housing and many cannot afford 
new productions. The issue of high prices has caused a debate on how to build cheaper housing for 
everyone. A precarious path if lower quality means higher operational costs over the building’s lifetime.
	 Architects	have	a	reputation,	often	justified,	of	not	caring	about	costs.	Sustainable	goals	pre-
sent at the start of projects get lost along the line, as economic calculations do not add up. The wi-
despread neglection of economy teaching in Swedish architecture education is not helping. 
 The aim was to challenge the perspective of economy and demonstrate how to build cheaper, 
but better. I re-designed an existing rental villa from 2020 in Viskafors, and investigated the interrelation 
between building costs, life cycle costs, energy use, climate footprint and the improvement of archi-
tectural qualities, such as space, proportion, functionality, and materiality. This was performed through 
interviews, literature, design experiments and calculations. 
 According to the chosen parameters and price estimations, large optimization potentials were 
found. The result of re-designing and improving the building volume (e.g., orientation, roof, and plan lay-
out) and selected materials (e.g., window and foundation), reduced lifecycle cost by 5,4%, energy by 18%, 
and CO2 emissions by 31%. Replacing the technical equipment further increased total savings up to 
10%, 33% and 55%. The result is a summary of plus and minus values, combining selected experiments 
into	one	final	design	proposal.

Keywords:
#economy #LCA #LCC #lifecycle #resource optimization #sustainable housing

SAMMANFATTNING
Ekonomi inom arkitektur är inte bara byggnadskostnader, utan resursoptimering och livscykelkostnader 
(LCC). Byggbranschen hävdar att höga kostnader hindrar bostäder av hög kvalitet, trots att byggpriserna 
i Sverige är bland de högsta i Europa. Ekonomiska incitament saknas för att bygga mer klimatneutralt. 
Livscykelanalyser	(LCA)	kan	hjälpa	arkitekter	att	 identifiera	de	största	optimeringsmöjligheterna	 inom	
både kostnad och klimat i tidigt designskede. 
 Den svenska byggsektorn orsakar 20% av landets totala koldioxidutsläpp. Byggnadernas livs-
cykel	är	central	för	dess	klimatpåverkan,	men	kunskapen	om	LCA	är	ännu	bristfällig	i	de	flesta	arkitekt-	
och	byggföretag.	Dock	finns	ökat	intresse,	då	LCA-deklarationer	blir	ett	krav	år	2022.
 Dessutom har 240 av 290 kommuner bostadsbrist och många har inte råd med nyproduktion. 
Utmaningen med höga priser har lett till en debatt om hur man bygger billigare bostäder för alla. En 
riskfylld väg,  då lägre kvalitet ofta innebär högre driftskostnader under byggnadens livstid. 
 Arkitekter har ett rykte, ofta motiverat, för att inte bry sig om kostnader. Uppsatta hållbarhets-
mål i början av många projekt går förlorade längs vägen, då ekonomiska beräkningar inte går ihop. Den 
utbredda försummelsen av ekonomiundervisning i svensk arkitekturutbildning hjälper inte.
 Mitt mål var att utmana vissa ekonomiska perspektiv och visa hur man kan bygga billigare, 
men	bättre.	Jag	omformade	en	befintlig	hyresvilla	 från	2020	 i	Viskafors	och	undersökte	sambandet	
mellan byggnadskostnader, livscykelkostnader, energianvändning, klimatavtryck och samtidigt förbätt-
ring av arkitektoniska kvaliteter, såsom rum, proportioner, funktionalitet och materialitet. Detta utfördes 
genom intervjuer, litteratur, designexperiment och beräkningar. 
 Enligt de utvalda parametrarna och prisuppskattningarna hittades stor optimeringspotential. 
Resultatet genom omformning och förbättring av byggnadsvolymen (t.ex. orientering, tak och planlös-
ning) och utvalda material (t.ex. fönster och fundament), minskade totala livscykelkostnader med 5,4%, 
energi med 18% och koldioxidutsläpp med 31%. Byte av teknisk utrustning ökade ytterligare de totala 
besparingarna upp till 10%, 33% och 55%. Resultatet är en sammanfattning av plus- och minusvärden, 
som kombinerar utvalda experiment i ett slutligt designförslag.
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Källsprångsvägen CLT construction 
Developer Viskaforshem 
Architects Brunnberg & Forshed 
Contractor Fristad Bygg
Photo Robin Hayes

MOTIVATION
Regarding costs, the UN sustainability goals states that all people should have access to safe and 
affordable housing (UN 2017). The same is stated in the Swedish constitutional law. Yet, Boverket (2019) 
states that 240 out of 290 municipalities in Sweden struggle with housing shortage (Kurvinen 2020). 
According to Crona (2018), Sweden plan to build cheaper housing to reach these goals, but that includes 
a high risk of cheap becoming expensive over time. Dahlberg and Norrbrand (2003) agrees by saying 
that, too often, the building cost receives most focus, and how to pay off the investment as quick as 
possible. Wiser consideration should be made between buidling cost and cost for maintainance, repair 
and operation. Furthermore, Crona (2018) explains how there are different ownership of housing in 
Sweden, each with their unique regulations and economic conditions, and in spite of the great need for 
rental	houses	in	peripheral	areas,	they	do	not	benefit	from	the	current	regulations	and	market,	making	it	
a struggle for developers who desire to build climate neutral and invest in quality materials. The building 
industry argue that economy is hindering quality housing, even though construction prices in Sweden 
is among the highest in Europe. According to the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB, 2021), 
life cycle costs (LCC) is a tool for sensible use of economic resources throughout the entire life cycle of 
a	building.	They	argue	that	significant	optimisation	potential	for	 later	economic	management	can	be	
found	in	early	design	phases,	where	the	architect	has	the	most	influence.	The	life	cycle	analysis	(LCA)
can be used to motivate climate neutrality and architectural quality. 

Regarding climate impact, Eberhardt et al. (2021) recalls that the UN, through the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), aims at reducing green house gas emissions (GHG) by 40% by 2030 and 
80% by 2050 compared to 1990. The European Union (EU) alike, aims at net-zero emissions buildings 
by 2050. The building sector has an opportunity, or responsibility if you may, to evaluate their practice, 
as they account for 40% of all energy, 33% of all GHG, 30% of all raw materials and 40% of all waste, 
globally. According to Beemsterboer (2019), the lifecycle assessment (LCA) of buildings is crucial from 
both cost and climate concern, yet knowledge of LCC and LCA remain scarce in most architecture and 
construction companies. However, interest is increasing as LCA-based climate declarations will become 
a requirement in Sweden in 2022. Eberhardt et al. (2021) also points out that LCA is primarily used as 
a	final	assessment	of	completed	building’s,	rather	than	an	iterative	design,	which	should	be	the	case.	

Regarding architectural qualities, whichever they are, it is important that the architecture is en-
sured and not diminished, when the life cycle cost and climate footprint is reduced. As previously men-
tioned,	most	impact	can	be	made	in	early	design.	This	amplifies	the	interrelation	between	architectural	
qualities, costs and climate footprint. A design based on life cycle thinking could include principles like 
adaptability, durability, use of low-impact materials, and perhaps as importantly, reducing the amount of 
materials. Nylander (2020) mentions in a study of apartment renovations in Sweden, that 20% chose to 
put up a wall between kitchen and living room, while another 20% chose the opposite and made an open 
play layout. This is an imperative for adaptive design that architects must consider. 

AIM
The aim of this thesis is to investigate how economy, especially from a life cycle perspective, can beco-
me either a driving force or hinder for a small villa in Viskafors, Sweden. It addresses cost calculations 
(LCC) parallel and in relation to climate footprint (LCA). In addition, the calculations will be discussed in 
relation	to	the	architectural	experience,	specifically	 the	parameters	of	space,	proportion,	 functionality	
and	materiality,	in	order	to	find	the	most	balanced	design	solution.	My	starting	point	is	a	case	study	of	a	
newly built villa from 2020. I will start from the existing building and investigate the changes in my own 
design, and thus hope to improve the original building from my parameters above. I will speak to the 
involved stakeholders, such as builder, architect and building manager, to understand the project from 
their views and intensions. 

GOALS
• Demonstrate potentials for higher architectural quality, with lower carbon emissions, at lower cost
• Challenge the traditional view of economy, in relation to sustainable building design

SUBGOALS

• Strengthen the role of the architect through new knowledge and interest in economy
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Källsprångsvägen Durable stone 
clinker flooring in the whole house

Architects Brunnberg & Forshed
Photo Robin Hayes

RESEARCH QUESTION
• What are the potentials to minimize lifecycle costs and climate footprint in housing 
and at the same time ensure [improve] architectural qualities?

SUB-QUESTIONS 
• How can economy become a driver [or hinder] for sustainable Swedish housing?
• What does economy mean in a sustainable building context?
• How can architects begin to work with economy? 

DESIGN QUESTIONS

For example: What happens to cost, emissions and quality of the architectural 
space, if a material is changed, if the room is enlarged, if the walls are made thicker, 
the window moved to the west, if another energy source is chosen or if the building 
gets a simpler shape?

AUDIENCE
• Chalmers school of architecture, 
to address the relevance of economy in the design education

• Architecture students,
to	find	interest	and	inspiration	on	how	to	start	working	with	economy

• The case study stakeholders, 
to contribute with insight that could be useful in their next projects

• Architects 
and	others	in	the	building	sector,	to	highlight	the	benefit	of	working	with	lifecycle	
assessments in regards to sustainability and future challenges
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Källsprångsvägen One out of 13 
type houses Size 84m2 NFA
Photo Robin Hayes
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METHOD

OVERVIEW
Research for Design (Theory) and Research By 
Design (Case study experiments) have run pa-
rallel	 for	 combined	 result.	The	workflow	 is	 ex-
plained more in detail graphically in the timeline 
on the next spread. 

RESEARCH FOR DESIGN

INTERVIEWS
The role of the interviews was to learn from 
practice, not only academia. Most of the inter-
views were conducted before starting the MT 
officially.	 I	 interviewed	 seven	 architects	 to	 get	
a sense of economy in practice. This helped 
shape my thesis question and gave me tools, 
contacts and references to continue my resear-
ch and create a framework for the thesis. Three 
interviews were done later with the involved sta-
keholders, in order to understand the case stu-
dy material, discuss prices and create a correct 
enough model to use when comparing design 
experiments. Additional phone calls were made 
with material producers, software support and 
energy agency, as well as emails with acade-
mics	working	within	 the	field	of	LCA.	All	notes	
from interviews are summarized digitally and 
kept in authors possession. 

LITERATURE
The literature content are from both academia 
and practice and includes books, articles, webi-
nars, videos and previous Master Thesises. The 
research focus has been on LCA, LCC and archi-
tectural qualities in housing. 

RESEARCH BY DESIGN

CASE STUDY EXPERIMENTS
The book Universal Methods of Design (Haning-
ton & Martin 2017), case studies are explained 
as a method useful in exploratory research, 
understanding existing solutions, as well as 
for comparison and studying the  effects of 
change, new programs, or innovations”. The 
data collection is normally  through interviews 
(stakeholders), observation (site visit), and do-
cument analysis (architectural drawings and 
economic calculations).

The case study in Viskafors is the starting point 
of the design research. The focus have been to 
first	create	a	correct	case	study	model	in	the	di-
gital lifecycle tool called CAALA, by adding mate-
rial layers and prices (tools is explained in a later 
chapter), and thereafter carry out design chang-
es, LCA & LCC calculations and architectural 
evaluation.

COST CALCULATIONS
Finding	 correct	 prices	 is	 difficult.	When	 acqui-
ring materials for larger project the prices get 
much cheaper due to the volume purchased. It 
is not comparable with prices on the public mar-
ket. As some company once said ”economy is 
the most secret thing we have”. Entreprenours 
are reluctant to give away their prices and offers 
to the public. In this case, costs have been found 
in several ways. Some prices have been given by 
the entreprenour, some directly from producers, 
some from the client, and some are estimated 
in a calculation program ( “Sektionsdata” by Wi-
kells – prices on constructions and work hours) 
and discussed with both supervisor and stake-
holders.	The	final	cost	overview	is	confirmed	by	
the entreprenour to be close to reality, in order 
to get a correct lifecycle cost analysis. The re-
sult will also be compared to previous research 
in	the	field.	The	lifecycle	cost,	LCC,	was	done	in	
CAALA (Computer Aided Architectural Life-cycle 
Assessment), a sketch up plugin. 

CARBON CALCULATIONS
The road to decide most relevant LCA-tool is 
discussed later on. In short, the LCA is done in 
CAALA as well, parallel to LCC. The software is 
is connected to the german material database 
called ÖKOBAUDAT, a platform with life cycle 
assessment datasets on building materials, 
construction, transport, energy and disposal 
processes. 

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES
To make sure the experiments are improving 
the house, LCC & LCA is set in relation to archi-
tectural qualities. The qualities chosen are spa-
ce, proportion, materiality and functionality, and 
will be introduced indepth in later chapter. 

SIMPLIFIED WORKFLOW

It started with an interest...in economy and architecture

I started interviewing architects
to explore a possible thesis idea

and reading about 
economy 

Then came across the company Viskaforshem 
and their interest in high quality rental housing

They agreed on letting me analyse and 
experiment with their latest project of 

13 small rental villas from 2020

Then built a sketchup model of the case study and added 
materials and prices in the architectural lifecycle software called CAALA

I made design experiments on major buildings 
parts [e.g. volume, plan and materials] 

and evaluated the architecture

and finally made a new proposal combining the best 
experiments. Thus made the villa cheaper, but better.

I received the 
drawings and got to 

visit the villas

Calculated LCA

I estimated prices 
by talking to the 

stakeholders

and cross-checked 
prices in Wikells 

Sectionsdata

and LCC
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SOCIAL
The thesis has an indirect context of housing shor-
tage and affordable housing in Sweden, but it is not 
about social housing, unequality, segregation, health, 
well-being and so on. 

ECONOMY
The theory chapter intends to give brief accounts on 
selected aspects of economy related to architecture 
and housing (e.g. production cost, building cost, en-
ergy costs and rate of return). Regarding the experi-
ments, a precondition was to aquire the total building 
cost on the case study and from that price estimation, 
calculate and improve life cycle costs (LCC) through 
a software called CAALA, including the stages of in-
vestment, energy costs, repair, maintenance and re-
placements.	It	is	not	about	calculating	rents,	profit	or	
setting up a budget. 

Prices on materials are different worldwide, and even 
locally between companies. The prices go up and 
down and depend on geography, timing, amount, 
work hours, unexpected risks and much more. 
Though prices are being added and subtracted in the 
experiments, the reality is likely more complex. The 
energy	cost	and	inflation	is	estimated	from	a	Swedish	
perspective, which is much lower than many other EU 
countries. 

ECOLOGY
The focus is calculation of CO2 emissions over the 
buildings lifetime, through life cycle assessment (LCA) 
in CAALA, including the stages of A1-A3 (Production), 
B4 (Replacements), B6 (Operational energy use), C3 
(Waste processing) and C4 (Disposal). It excludes 
ecological aspects of air quality, land, water, biodiver-
sity, ecosystem services and so on. 

The energy source and quality differ between countri-
es. Sweden has perhaps the most clean energy (in 
terms of CO2) in all of the EU, but the life cycle softwa-
re is German, which might have an effect on the CO2 
result, especially regarding the energy use. 

THE BUILDING
I will not draw a new house, on a new site with new 
conditions, but rather start from the case study and 
re-draw that original villa. It is therefore a Swedish 
context, institutional frameworks, building regulations 
and type of ownership. Sweden has several types of 
housing ownerships, such as rental, condominium, te-
nure, or co-operative. I will focus only on rental. 

I will not try to change the institutional framework 
of the Swedish building and housing industry today, 
though it is a necessary and ongoing task.

Though reuse is necessary for sustainable housing, 
the focus will be on new production and new mate-
rials, to avoid possible green washing and to enable 
fair comparisons in relation to the case study context.

THE ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT
The thesis has an architectural approach, where eco-
nomy and ecology willl be put in relation to architectu-
ral qualities. The experiments will therefore focus on 
the	major	building	parts	most	relevant	to	the	influence	
of the architect (e.g. the climate shell, load bearing 
structure, foundation, windows and doors, and even 
the technical system). Detailed decorations, interiors, 
furnitures, bathroom and kitchen, despite being im-
portant factors, are not covered in the LCA of CO2, but 
some are included in the lifecycle cost. The focus is 
not on presenting detailed drawings and illustrations, 
but rather the investigation of the design in relation to 
the life cycle assessments. 

EXPERIMENTS
LCA	 and	 LCC	 analysis	 are	 always	 a	 simplification	
of reality and must be approached in that way. The 
discussion around the results are therefore equally 
important as the result, which is why there are smal-
ler	reflections	or	 longer	discussions	after	each	expe-
riment. To compare with other LCAs, it is crucial to 
know which details, data and lifecycle stages are in-
cluded, as the tools differ immensly. Even then, there 
will be many gaps to discuss.

The currency displayed is both € and SEK, where 1€ 
is 10SEK, to simplify manual calculations. How the 
prices have been aqquired and used is discussed later.  

There are countless ways to evaluate architectural 
qualites, where in reality one quality might oppose 
another. The experiments are limited to space, propor-
tion, functionality and materiality. The reason is expla-
ined later. Moreover, a spatial delimitation is to work 
with	same	netfloor	area	and	keep	similar	architectural	
ideas in the re-design. There are unlimited plan lay-
outs possible within the original 84m2, but it is seen 
as important that the new proposal will somewhat 
ressemble the old, both interior and exterior, for better 
comparisons. 

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT
According to Beemsterboer (2019), the complexity 
of	 LCA	 is	 both	 "building-specific"	 and	 "methodolo-
gy-specific".	Regarding	the	building,	there	are	a	multi-
tude of materials, secondary effects in the material 
chain, always unique projects and building systems, 
sub-systems, different stakeholder interests, chang-
ing technology, geographic differences in climate, site, 
and transport distances, and different lifespans of 
building, - and materials (e.g. longer life spans typically 
increase the uncertainty in assessment because futu-
re	developments	may	be	difficult	 to	predict,	such	as	
renovations or technical developments). Further, the 
complexity of the method itself includes for example 
differences between lifecycle stages, databases, and 
standards. Beemsterboer (2019) argue that complex-
ity can not be held accountable for the ineffective use 
of LCAs today. A complex system is not the same as a 
complicated system. In this case, LCA is not different 
from other complex systems tackled successfully el-
sewhere in the building process. This is especially true 
for the LCAs that are limited to global warming poten-
tial. More about LCA use and limitations is discussed 
in the LCA chapter. 

DELIMITATIONS DEFINITIONS
AIRTIGHTNESS
The uncontrolled air exchange per hour through the building enve-
lope. The airtightness is checked on site with the blower door test. 

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES
Refers to how the design is experienced and valued by the user. 
The chosen quality parameters in this thesis are space, proportion, 
functionality	and	materiality.	They	are	later	defined	in	detail.

AUXILIARY ENERGY 
Required electricity to drive system components, such as circula-
tion pumps and controls. It does not directly cover heat demand.

BUILDING COST
Building materials, construction work and salaries, w/o tax

CLIMATE CHANGE
Describes the change in the climate due to natural or man-made 
processes. The global rise in temperatures on the earth's surface 
is due to excessive emissions of greenhouse gases and will affect 
our planet's ecosystems in unpredictible ways. 

CLIMATE IMPACT/FOOTPRINT
A measurement on humans impact on the planet and how much 
natural resources [and CO2] it takes to provide for a society or a 
person.

CO2 EQUIVALENTS
A common unit for all greenhouse gases interpreted into CO2 
amount, to compare global warming impacts between sectors.

CROSS LAMINATED TIMBER (CLT)
Cross-glued wood, or KL-wood in Swedish, is glued massive woo-
den boards, made up of an uneven number of layers, usually th-
ree-nine. It is load bearing and ressembles a very thick plywood.

ECONOMY 
Orriginally derives from the greek words of "manage" and  "house-
hold". Different aspects of economy is discussed in the thesis. 

EMBODIED ENERGY
The sum of energy [CO2 ] required to produce a material, considered 
as if that energy was "embodied" in the product itself.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
A	measurement	of	the	energy	used	to	achieve	a	specified	benefit.	A	
higher	energy	efficiency	means	less	energy	to	achieve	the	benefit.

ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCT DECLARATION (EPD)
A declaration document with data describing the environmental 
impact during a product's lifecycle (e.g. CLT or concrete)

GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIAL (GWP)
Greenhouse gases contribute in varying degrees to global warming 
depending on their heat absorptive capacity and their lifetime in the 
atmosphere. GWP describes the cumulative effect of a gas over a 
time period, compared to CO2. For example, the GWP of methane 
gas (CH4) is 21, which means 1 kg of CH4 is 21 times higher than 
1 kg of CO2. GWPs provide a common unit of measure, which al-
lows analysts to add up emissions of different gases to simplify 
comparisons between sectors. GWP is given in kilograms of CO2 
equivalent per functional unit.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (GHG)
Emissions of gases that cause climate change by creating a gre-
enhouse effect in the earth's atmosphere. These emissions mainly 
include carbon dioxide from fossil fuels, but also deforestation and 
other changes in land use. 

GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA)
Floor area inside the building envelope, including external walls.

INVESTMENT COST
Money can be invested in different stages, but in the case of this life 
cycle cost analysis, the investment refers to the initial building cost

LAMBDA-VALUE (λ)
Specifies	heat	conductivity	of	a	material	[W/mK].	It	is	used	for	ther-
mal calculations on buildings and components. 

LIFECYCLE
The interconnected stages of a product system from raw material 
extraction	to	final	disposal	and/or	reuse.	Since	buildings	are	used	
over very long periods of time, only a consideration of the entire 
life cycle (life cycle assessment) can provide information about the 
actual quality of a building.

LIFECYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA)
A method for environmental evaluation of products [or building], 
processes and services over the course of the their entire life cycle. 
In this case "production, replacement, energy use, and disposal". 

LIFECYCLE COSTS (LCC)
A method for cost evaluation over the buildings lifetime. This case 
includes the cost of investment, energy use, maintenance, replace-
ment	and	repair.	They	are	later	defined	in	detail.

LIFE CYCLE STAGES/MODULES
Describes which phases of the life cycle taken into account, for 
example the production of materials including raw material extrac-
tion and transport to the manufacturer (A1-A3), but not the actual 
construction	on	site	(A4-A5).	Stages	are	later	defined	in	detail.

NET FLOOR AREA (NFA)
The	usable	heated	floor	area	of	a	building.	 Less	 than	GFA,	since	
it excludes exterior walls and interior walls less than 15cm thick.

PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND 
Describes the energy taken from the environment, for example in 
the form of crude oil, natural gas, hard coal or also in hydropower. It 
is the computationally usable energy content that has not yet been 
subjected to any conversion. 

PRODUCTION COST
Building cost, land and developer costs, w/o tax

RESOURCE
Natural raw materials, or reused matter, that can be made usable 
for human purposes. A distinction is commonly made between re-
newable and non-renewable materials.

THERMAL BRIDGE
A concept in building physics known as "cold bridge" in Sweden. A 
thermal bridge is a localised area in the building envelope where 
more heat is leaking out. This will require more energy to heat the 
space, or in some cases cause condensation (moisture) within the 
building envelope, and result in thermal discomfort.

U-VALUE
Specifies	the	insulation	performance	of	a	building	element,	by	mul-
tiplying the lambda value and thickness of material. A lower u-value 
means better insulation. 
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ECONOMY
INTRODUCTION
Economy originally derives from the greek words of "manage" 
and  "household". Everything seem to go through this system that 
penetrates all areas of life. According to the economist, Yanis Va-
roufakis, economics is closer to philosophy than it is to science. 
He puts it in contrast to a meteorologist predicting the weather 
forecast. No matter the prediction, the weather decides by itself. 
Economy is profoundly different. Economy, and the society for that 
matter, becomes what we predict. He says that: "what you and I do, 
depends on what you and I believe, and the change of our belief 
feeds into a different social and economic outcome" (KODX Seatt-
le, 2018, 23:34). A few seconds later, he explains that: "economy is 
part of the same phenomenon it tries to explain, like a cat chaising 
its own tail" (KODX Seattle, 2018, 24:00). This is why economy can 
never be a science, and why it is not a topic exclusively for experts, 
and why economic ideas must be taught alongside economic and 
societal history. 

ECONOMY AND ARCHITECTURE
In a recorded lecture by W. Unterrainer (personal communication, 
15	Oct,	2020),	named	"architecture	and	economics,	a	difficult	rela-
tionship both ways", he says that:  "a large parts of the public, de-
velopers, mainstream media and many politicians, consider most 
architects ignorent and uninformed towards economic questions, 
or to say it bluntly, they think that architects do not care about bud-
get" (Unterrainer, 2020, 00:45). He continues by mentioning how 
there	unfortunetely	are	many	examples	and	 justified	 reasons	 for	
their position, and one of many aspects is the widespread negelec-
tion of economic teaching in architecture education. Economy is 
frequently seen in the list of project delimitations, as most students 
in Sweden, choose not to be limited by budget, nor learn about their 
project’s economic context. One of the outcomes, according to In-
obi (personal communication, 12 Nov, 2020), is that when a young 
architect enters their professional life, their take-off distance is so-
metimes quite long, due to lack of economic understanding. Fur-
ther, from what they have seen in university, students tend to take 
a social or design track, but in reality, economy is more central. In 
fact, sustainable project goals like empowerment, equality, or orga-
nic	materials,	often	get	lost	along	the	line	due	to	unfulfilled	econo-
mic budgets. Another aspect according to W. Unterrainer (personal 
communication, 15 Oct, 2020) is the many actors in the building 
industry	and	their	conflicting	goals	and	share	of	payment	along	the	
line, including the architect, engineer, investor, builder, municipality 
and even neighbors.

ECONOMY IN SWEDISH HOUSING
Kurvinen, A. (2020) has written a book on the economic questions 
within sustainable Swedish housing, such as the rate of return, 
profitability,	write-off	time,	and	how	the	initial	cost	of	production	is	
connected	to	the	final	rent.	He	says	that	strong	economic	motifs	
are needed to turn today’s trends and build climate friendly. Kurvi-
nen (2020) encourages architects and others in the building sector 
to get to know the economic logics, to critically and constructive-
ly take part of the economic discussions, challenge the standard 
building routines, and learn to stay on budget. He says that in a 
volatile market, values and assumptions are continually changed. 
Black and white does not exist. The economic evaluations must be 
project	specific.	

Crona (2018), who wrote the report "to build cheap is expensive", 
start by introducing the four main types of tenure in Sweden: ow-
nership, condominium, rental and cooperatives. She explains how 
each type has different economic opportunities due to unique re-
gulations for building, loans, accounting, and taxations. Together 
with the market, these will affect the cost, and thus what is built, 
and where. 

Definitions	are	important	in	discussions	for	correct	comparisons.	
Production	cost	 is	defined	as	 the	sum	of	building	cost	and	 land	
cost (SCB 2019) and can be seen with or without tax. The building 
cost is material, developer, constructtion, setup and connection 
cost for energy, internet, district heating, risk fees and so on. Land 
costs is the purchase price for the plot, connection for water and 

drainage, groundwork, registration of property, title deed, detail 
plan, geological investigations, municipal fees, street and roads, 
possible risks and so on (Kurvinen 2020).

"Today, Sweden has the highest building costs in Europe" (Crona, 
2018, p.1). But, even though the building costs are accused of the 
high housing prices, statistics show that a more reasonable expla-
nation is the high demand and limited supply on the housing mar-
ket. The production cost has increased rather as a consequence of 
the	market	situation,	and	the	lack	of	capacity	and	flexibility	of	the	
building sector (Kurvinen 2020). 

Since the price per m2 has immensely increased the last years, 
apartments have been reduced in size. In the 70s a 3-room apart-
ment was about 75 m2. At the end of 90s it had increased to 85m2, 
due to universal design. Today, the size is down to 70m2, in spite 
of	increased	building	standards.	The	result	is	a	lack	of	larger	flexi-
ble apartments. Extra rentable rooms, generational living, student 
housing, collectives and large families are some constellations that 
are	difficult	to	fit	in	small	modern	housing.	On	top	of	that,	common	
spaces in new productions are often minimized for better m2-ratio 
and	instant	profit.	If	a	developer	desires	to	build	with	higher	quality	
towards	a	lower	instant	profit,	the	banks	might	even	consider	that	
a higher risk and thereby demand additional security. So, in spite 
of	the	need	for	rental	houses	on	the	outskirts,	they	do	not	benefit	
from the current regulations. For example, if the market value of 
the building is considered lower than the initial building cost, the 
value will instantly go down and be seen as a loss for the company. 
Crona (2018) suggests the solution to wait with the valuation the 
first	10	years	and	let	the	initial	building	cost	be	the	actual	value,	or	
perhaps extend the start of devaluation by certifying the house by 
environmental systems like Svanen or Miljöbyggnad Guld.  
RATE OF RETURN
The	 required	 rate	 of	 return	 is	 based	 on	 the	 specific	 risk	 of	 each	
project and where it is located. If the risk is considered high, the 
required rate of return will increase, along with the rents. That is 
what happens in many peripheral places in Sweden. If the periphe-
ral areas instead could use the same return rate as in central cities, 
the rents could go down. This is reasonable, especially since the 
vacancy risk would be close to zero because of the great need for 
housing today. Another helpful way is to connect the rate of return 
to the write-off time of the building, instead of market speculations. 
The normal write-off time since the 60s in Sweden has been only 
50	years.	By	finding	a	way	to	extend	the	time	to	70,	100	or	even	
longer period, would lower the required rate of return each year. In 
that	way,	 rents	could	be	 lowered	because	the	profit	 is	calculated	
over a longer lifespan (Kurvinen, A. 2020). In this way, durable ma-
terials and longer lifecycles are solutions for both cost, climate and 
affordable housing.

An investigation was made by Kurvinen (2020) to see how the 
required rate of return affects the rent. The production cost was 
same for all three cases, 42 000 SEK/m2. A return rate of 2,7% 
gave 7500SEK/month. 3,5% gave 9800 SEK/month and 5% gave 

12	 400SEK/month.	 A	 significant	 difference	 in	 spite	 of	 the	 same	
production	price.	Crona	(2018)	wants	to	see	specific	declarations	
for each building component, called K3-declaration, because each 
material differ in lifespan. That would help, but even then she says, 
the high building costs of 40 000 SEK/m2 does not make it easy for 
rental	hosuing.	The	low	interest	rate	is	what	saves	the	cash	flow,	
but carry a risk if suddenly increased. Crona argues that the buil-
ding sector must update their regulations and reward those who 
try to build better, because there is a need to prepare for an unsta-
ble	climate	and	it	is	counterproductive	to	focus	on	the	short	profits.
 
PRODUCTION COST
The production cost (building + land) for rental housing has increa-
sed by 30%, from 25 000 SEK/m2 up to 33 000 SEK, between 2010-
2017. The difference between cities and country side is about 5000 
SEK. Note that the cost for condominiums is much higher, 62 000 
SEK/m2 in the city and 40 000 SEK in the counties. The production 
cost increase is mainly due to building costs, but also the cost of 
land. Still, they only seem to be part of the reason for increased 
prices. The housing has increased more than the production and 
is therefore only part of the reason for increase. To conclude, the 
production costs has higher relevance to rental housing, while the 
condominiums are mostly driven by the market, by demand and 
supply. The supply of land in attractive areas are limited and being 
the places where most people want to move, the lack of housing 
will drive up the prices by a competition between those who can 
place the highest bid. The most effective way to solve the high mar-
ket prices is simple in theory but not in practice; build more of what 
is demanded.  

A reduction of 20% in building cost (materials, transport, workers 
etc) would only reduce the total production cost by 10%, since it 
is only half of the total cost. Taking it one step further looking at a 
new rental production at 9600sek/month. That price is divided in 
three main parts. 1. capital costs is 50% (4800sek/month), 2. ope-
ration 30% (2900sek/month) and 3. administration 20% (1900sek/
month). The capital cost is further divided, in 50% building cost 
(2400sek/month), 32% developer cost (1500sek/month) and 18% 
tax (900sek/month). "That means, if the building cost is reduced 
by 20%, the final rent only reduces 5%" (Kurvinen, 2020, p.36). In 
other words, building costs is not the only reason or hinder for af-
fordable rental housing. 

In the last investigation, the author looked at how much the ope-
ration and maintenance had to be reduced to make up for higher 
quality in production, and still keep the same rent. Looking at the 
version with 3,8% in rate of return, 5% increase in production needs 
25% lower operation and maintenance, and 10% price increase 
needs almost 50% lower maintenance. This can be quite hard to 
reach in reality. "If an investment in higher quality partly could com-
pensated by lower operation an maintainance, it would not be im-
possible to add even more quality in some cases" (Kurvinen, 2020, 
p. 40). The 5% increase in production, would be about 100 000 SEK 
for a 100m2 house, which could be re-invested elsewhere. 

LIFE CYCLE COST (LCC)
In a Master thesis by Dahlberg and Norrbrand (2003) regar-
ding life cycle analysis on buildings and parts of buildings, 
they say that: 

"During new production planning, it is important 
to make wise consideration between investment 
costs [building cost], operation and maintenance 
costs. Too often, only the investment cost is re-
garded, alternatively in combination with a pay-
off-calculation that displays after how long time 
the investment is repaid. This is short-term thin-
king that might lead to higher total costs in the 
end. A good way to give a fair cost calculation is 
to do a so called life cycle cost (LCC) analysis" 
(Dahlberg & Norrbrand, 2003, p. 7). 

Ylmén (2017) has in his licentiate thesis written about en-
vironmental and cost assessments of buildings, where he 
lifts an imortant aspect of LCC: 

"The idea of LCCA is that costs occurring in the 
future are discounted, compared to the costs oc-
curring today. The reason is that money available 
can now be invested or deposited somewhere 
else, for example in a bank. If the cost occurs in 
the future you will gain the interest compared to 
if it was deposited at the present time" (Ylmén, 
2017, p.4).

According to Gluch (2014), far from all building projects use 
LCC as part of decision making. Scientists and professio-
nals both, have expressed frustration the last 10-15 years 
about the missing LCC tools that could help make better 
long term decisions. She argues that: "if environmental cal-
culations is to get a central place in the decision making 
it has to be connected to the economic consequences" 
(Gluch, 2014, p.11). She motivates the use of LCC, by recal-
ling the long life of buildings, and how each decision during 
the initial investment will entail long-term economic conse-
quences. Through the use of LCC, an expected total cost 
during its lifetime is portrayed, and through that understan-
ding, wise decisions can be made regarding different de-
sign solutions. On the German Sustainable Building Coun-
cil's	webpage	(DGNB,	2021),	they	define	their	LCC	critera:	

"Our objective is sensible and conscious use of 
economic resources throughout the entire life 
cycle of a building. In the conception and plan-
ning phases of a building, there are areas of sig-
nificant optimisation potential for later economic 
management." 

In their opinion, the parties involved in the planning process 
should regularly follow-up costs associated with their de-
sign.	In	addition	to	profit	from	the	production,	the	economic	
viability	 of	 a	 building	 depends	 on	 cost-efficient	 operation.	
Carrying out the LCC and communicating them clearly to 
the client, increase the likelihood of achieving solutions op-
timised	for	cost-efficiency	in	the	long	term.	

Figure 1. Production costs in Sweden. From Lönsamhetskalkyl för 
hållbart bostadsbyggande by Kurvinen (2020, p.35)

Figure 2. The ability to influence costs in different stages of the buil-
ding process (W. Unterrainer, personal communication, 29 Mar, 2021)
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ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES

THE INTERRELATION BETWEEN 
RESIDENTIAL LAYOUT AND RENOVATIONS
Two research studies were done by Centrum för boendets Arki-
tektur (CBA), at Chalmers Architecture (Femenias 2019), about the 
possibilities of climate friendly residential building design . The initi-
al study was looking at the interrelation between residential layout 
and	interior	renovation,	and	material	flows.	The	second	empirical	
study looked at the extent of renovation in apartments from 2001-
2008,	 and	 further	 how	design,	 usability	 and	 flexibility,	 could	 help	
limit unnecessary renovations and reduce climate impact. The re-
sult shows a much higher renovation extent than needed. The stu-
dy is Swedish context including apartments mainly in Gothenburg 
and Stockholm. A total of 35% of all the 313 households in the stu-
dy said they had changed the plan layout of their apartments. Note 
these are larger condominiums, not rentals like the case study in 
this thesis. A rebuilding refers to closing or opening new entrances, 
moving inner walls or storage units. 

ADAPTABILITY, GENERALITY & FLEXIBILITY
There	are	normally	two	types	of	adaptability,	general	rooms,	or	flex-
ible rooms. The general room is a space with multifunctional use, 
for	different	needs	over	time.	The	flexible	room	is	a	space	that	 is	
easy to re-build. According to Femenias (2019), earlier studies have 
shown	that	flexibility	is	a	way	to	save	resources	over	time,	when	a	
space or building can be reused for a new function or be changed 
with	smaller	 interferences.	Flexibility	taps	into	cost	efficiency	due	
to	less	rebuilding	costs.	Higher	initial	costs	for	integrating	flexibility	
have at times been a hinder.There is also an ethical perspective that 
buildings should be an asset not a burden for future generations. 
Adaptability is an attractive quality that might raise the economic 
value, as well as possibilities to remain in the building when life 
changes in terms of economy or family growth. Many studies have 
raised	awareness	that	residentials	with	too	specific	room	functions	
will hinder the possibility for adaptation. Some sources in the study 
(Femenias 2019) say a general room is 4x4m to be able to host 
different needs over time. Some say 15,4-16,4m2 and a width of 
at	least	3,1m.	Less	than	2,2m	wide	is	considered	a	specific	room.	
According to Nylander & Forshed (2011), the general room appears 
outside the functionalistic room types. It is somewhat larger than 
the normal bedroom but slightly smaller than normal living room. 
The room length and width should be at least 3,6m. They further 
add how similarity in material, detail and shape enhances generali-
ty	and	flexibility,	since	no	room	is	then	clearly	defined	in	function	by	
its materials or such. Femenias (2019) adds daylight and technical 
equipment to the list of things that affects the generality of a space. 
Room	proportions	and	relation	to	each	other	will	also	define	gene-
rality,	where	a	plan	with	circular	flow	is	more	general	than	one	with	
a chain structure. Rooms which are passages are harder to adapt, 
yet still in most renovations, both kitchen and living room becomes 
passage rooms.

CIRCULATION, SPACE & FUNCTIONALITY
Nylander	&	Forshed	 (2011)	defines	circulation	as	 the	movement	
between several rooms and how that makes the space feel larger, 
more generous and functional. Some circulations are more useful 
than others. Through circulation the rooms are experienced both 
separately and as a whole. Rooms with more openings could the-
refore	increase	flexibility	and	generality,	but	the	study	by	Femenias	
(2019) said that 50% of the residents spoken to had removed their 
circulation by closing a door, adding a room, or removing free-stan-
ding storage units. One interpretation is that the residents value 
function and furnish-abilities above movement in the apartment. 
Another aspect is that adaptation and renovation was only pos-
sible due to the circulation that was built from the start. Further, the 
authors argue that: "the ultimate flexible floor plan is one having a 
core of kitchen and bathroom, and on top of that, lightweight walls 
that are easy to move" (Femenias, 2019, p.147). These are more 
often	seen	in	office	buildings	which	are	more	frequently	rebuilt.	

Other architectural valus like openness, light, and generous spa-
ces are appreciated by more than 30% of the users spoken to, as 
is large windows and views to several cardinal directions. 5-10 
% complaints about loud noise and overheating, which might be 
connected to open plans and large windows without proper sun 
protection. Nylander & Forshed (2011) explains how daylight en-
hances	and	defines	the	room	character.	A	bright	room	feels	more	
public, a darker room more private. A low breast height can give 
better connection with outside, even as a person is sitting in the 
couch or laying in bed, but in the wrong place it would disrupt the 
furnish-ability of the wall. Daylight also directs our movement and 
eyes, which is why axiality is an important concept. Axiality is nor-
mally known within city planning and infrastructure, but in housing, 
axiality is a line of sight combining two or more interesting points. 
The axis normally goes from two or more rooms and can be both 
straight and diagonal. It is a way to orchestrating interesting views 
and daylight to enhance the spatial experience. They explain fur-
ther how this openness must be balanced by more private and em-
bracing rooms, by having clear corners and whole wall surfaces to 
furnish. The same applies to outside spaces, trying to balance the 
private and public space. Nylander & Forshed (2011) calls this "in-
tegrity";	well	defined	boundaries	between	“yours	and	mine”,	such	as	
street space, entrance, courtyard, terrace, patio or similar. Overview 
and clarity about private and public is fundamental for the feeling 
of safety and knowing what is expected. The boundaries between 
inside and outside are important, both practically and estethically. 
Boundaries can be created by height levels, trees, small objects and 
so on. The entrance is a place where public and private meet and 
should be express welcome, safety and integrity. 

Going back to the renovation study (Femenias 2019), the author 
say that 18% rebuilt their kitchens, where L-shape was the most po-
pular, complemented by a cooking island (30%). Generally, people 
seem	 to	 find	 their	 kitchens	 too	 small	 and	 thereby	 extends	 them	
during renovation. Further, "20% put up a wall between kitchen and 
living room, while 20% did the opposite to open up the apartment" 
(Femenias,	2019,	p.148).	This	reflects	the	need	for	architects	to	de-
sign for adaptability. There is a tendency for younger to open up 
rooms and older to close, but these statistics are not yet fully be-
layed. Moreover, 11 % (36 households), created new rooms in their 
apartment and the majority of these households were families 
with children. They achieved more bedrooms by splitting double 
rooms (requires two windows) or taking part of the living room, or 
remaking a walk-in-closet. Some households did the opposite, by 
combining a bedroom and living room, or extending a bedroom by 
removing the closet. 

MATERIALITY
Another reason for renovation is that people want to style their 
home, which tapps into the discussion on material and details. Ny-
lander & Forshed (2011) takes a trip back to the architect Vitrivius in 
Rome, 2000 years ago. They say "architectural quality is when  "be-
auty, durability and comfort is equally combined" (p.11). A material 
need to be more than durable. It needs to have patina; to age beau-
tifully, and speak to our senses. Their opinion is that functionalistic 
view of "form follows function" has long been a devaluation of be-
auty, but the last decade beauty has come to take its place again in 
the architectural discussion. Though beauty is subjective, there are 
still parts of the experience which is not. The author argue that all 
people appreciate wholeness, such as harmonic proportions and 
when	things	fit	well	together.	Moreover,	to	be	met	by	a	carefully	per-
formed craftmanship matters to our feeling of self-worth. “Some-
one has cared for the place, so I feel appreciated and will also take 
care of the place” and thus it will likely last longer. The same goes 
for	the	experience	of	a	poor	craftmanship	and	quick	fixes.	There	is	
a similar conclusion by Femenias (2019), that using quality mate-
rials from start will reduce renovations and unneccessary material 
flows,	climate	footprint	and	economic	costs	over	time.	

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES

BRAINSTORMING METHOD
Architectural	qualities	can	be	a	tricky	field.	
Hereby follow a brainstorming list of qu-
alities often related to architecture and 
housing. Note, these are certainly not a 
complete list of qualities. The words most 
relevant to the experiments of LCA & LCC 
were highlighted and selected. The qualites 
are	specific	enough	to	define,	yet	still	wide	
enough to contain other qualities from the 
list as many are naturally connected. The 
workflow	is	to	find	cheaper	solutions	with	
less CO2, and the same time ensure, impro-
ve and balance the architectural qualities, 
or even add new qualities and keep the 
same original price in the end.

HOLISTIC/LOGIC
SITE SPECIFIC/CONTEXT
SPACE
DAYLIGHT/LIGHT/CONTRAST
AXIALITY/DIRECTION/
FLOW/RHYTHM
INDOOR CLIMATE
FLEXIBILITY - GENERALITY
USABILITIY
DURABILITY
TRANSPARENCY - CLOSED
EMBRACING - OPENNESS
PRIVATE - PUBLIC (ZONING)
FRAMING/FOCUS
VIEWS (DAY/NIGHT)
INSIDE - OUTSIDE (BOUNDARIES)
SIMPLICITY
PROPORTION
SHAPE/SCALE
SIZE/MEASURMENT
VOLUME
SYMMETRY - VARIATION
ACCESSABILITY/INVITING
ARTISTIC/POETIC
EXPERIENCE/EXPERIMENTAL
EFFECTIVE/OPTIMIZED
INNOVATIVE
IDENTITY/CHARACTER
ENERGY
TIMELESS/AGING
ORIENTATION
MATERIALITY
ROOM CONFIGURATION
ORGANISATION
CIRCULATION
TECTONICS
CONSTRUCTION
DECORATION/DETAILS
FEASABLE/PRACTICAL
FUNCTIONALITY
PROGRAM
FURNISH-ABILITY
SAFETY/CLARITY
COLOR/LIGHT

SELECTED FOR THE THESIS
1. SPACE 
The spatial experience is key to architectural 
work. The space refer to the experience of a 3-di-
mensional room and other surrounding aspects 
that contribute to the experience. For example 
distance, area, volume, views, daylight, axiality, 
circulation, openness and aethetics. E.g. making 
a room feel more generous by a higher ceiling 
and more window daylight.

DEFINITION
An abstract term to describe how an area, inside 
or outside, can feel embracing and pleasureable

2. PROPORTION 
Changing space is one thing, but how the spaces 
relate to each other is another. That is the point 
of proportion, to discuss the harmony between 
spaces. For example balance, boundaries, sym-
metry,	 ratio,	 quantity,	 generality	 and	 flexibility.	
E.g. the ratio between window and wall, or ge-
nerality to use a room or space in several ways. 

DEFINITION
The harmonious size relation of parts to each 
other or to the whole

3. MATERIALITY
Some experiments only change material and 
not geometry. Materiality refers to experiencing 
the quality of materials, both close up, from dis-
tance and over time. For example  aesthetics, 
tactile, details, durability, patina and aging. E.g. 
the	feeling	of	walking	on	a	stone	floor	or	whether	
the facade will age beautifully or not.

DEFINITION
The character of composed matter and their at-
tention to human senses

4. FUNCTIONALITY
Functionality is close connected to all the above, 
but is a way to discuss the program and prac-
tical use of spaces separetely. It includes pro-
gram,	flow,	practicality,	feasability,	furnishability,	
access and livability. For example, enough stora-
ge space or a welcoming entrance. 

DEFINITION
The quality of serving a purpose well
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5. LCA: Results

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM BOUNDARY (X = INCLUDED IN LCA; MND = MODULE NOT DECLARED)
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 C1 C2 C3 C4 D

X X X MND MND MND MND MNR MNR MNR MND MND MND X MND X X

RESULTS OF THE LCA - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: 1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled
Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Global warming potential [kg CO2-Eq.] 3.06E+0 9.30E-4 1.92E-3 -2.27E+0
Depletion potential of the stratospheric ozone layer [kg CFC11-Eq.] -1.07E-8 3.12E-16 4.64E-15 9.76E-9

Acidification potential of land and water [kg SO2-Eq.] 1.77E-2 3.89E-6 5.47E-6 -1.46E-2
Eutrophication potential [kg (PO4)3--Eq.] 2.64E-3 9.69E-7 6.73E-7 -2.17E-3

Formation potential of tropospheric ozone photochemical oxidants [kg ethene-Eq.] 9.19E-4 -1.43E-6 5.14E-7 -7.26E-4
Abiotic depletion potential for non-fossil resources [kg Sb-Eq.] 4.29E-4 7.49E-11 3.92E-10 -3.85E-4

Abiotic depletion potential for fossil resources [MJ] 2.36E+1 1.29E-2 2.75E-2 -1.58E+1
RESULTS OF THE LCA - RESOURCE USE: 1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled

Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Renewable primary energy as energy carrier [MJ] 1.31E+1 6.48E-4 2.08E-3 -8.73E+0
Renewable primary energy resources as material utilization [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

Total use of renewable primary energy resources [MJ] 1.31E+1 6.48E-4 2.08E-3 -8.73E+0
Non-renewable primary energy as energy carrier [MJ] 3.03E+1 1.29E-2 2.86E-2 -2.12E+1

Non-renewable primary energy as material utilization [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Total use of non-renewable primary energy resources [MJ] 3.03E+1 1.29E-2 2.86E-2 -2.12E+1

Use of secondary material [kg] 1.53E-2 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Use of renewable secondary fuels [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

Use of non-renewable secondary fuels [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Use of net fresh water [m³] 6.98E-1 1.20E-6 1.21E-7 -6.34E-1

RESULTS OF THE LCA – OUTPUT FLOWS AND WASTE CATEGORIES: 
1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled

Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Hazardous waste disposed [kg] 7.34E-6 6.78E-10 1.39E-10 -6.67E-6
Non-hazardous waste disposed [kg] 3.45E-1 9.87E-7 3.95E-2 -1.41E-1

Radioactive waste disposed [kg] 2.65E-3 1.76E-8 4.25E-7 -2.14E-3
Components for re-use [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Materials for recycling [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 9.45E-1 9.59E-1

Materials for energy recovery [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Exported electrical energy [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Exported thermal energy [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

6. LCA: Interpretation

The figures below show the relative contributions of the 
production stages (Module A1-A3), transport to waste 
treatment (Module C2), waste treatment (Module C4) 
and the benefits and loads beyond the product system 
boundary (Module D). 

The production of the high-grade zinc is still the 
dominating contributor to the indicators of the impact 

assessment as main raw material, followed by the 
generation of electricity. 
The high credits given in module D are the results of 
the 100% recyclability of the zinc products. At the EoL 
of the zinc products a collection rate of 96% was 
assumed. The 4% remaining are forwarded to the 
waste treatment (module C4). Overall, C2 and C4 have 
a minimized contribution.

ABOUT LCA
The	scientifically	based	method	of	LCA	(Life	Cycle	Assessment)	is	
a tool that can calculates the greenhouse gas emissions of a given 
product (or building) over its entire lifetime. The LCA can include all 
the stages from raw material extraction, processing, manufacture, 
distribution, use, maintenance, and disposal or recycling (i.e. cradle 
to grave). The idea is to help designers identify the largest climate 
impact reduction opportunities (Eberhardt et al. 2021).

The emissions can be divided in two main areas, called embodi-
ed energy and operational energy. The embodied is CO2 emissions 
from materials, while operational energy is the CO2 emitted through 
energy use. According to Eberhardt et al. (2021), the EU building 
sector has for long focused on operation, which has led to develop-
ment	mainly	 in	energy-efficient	buildings.	This	must	be	balanced	
with the embodied energy, as materials can account for 50-70% 
of entire lifecycle impacts. Beemsterboer (2019) mentions a study 
from the 90s showing that 80% of the operational energy demand 
was from space heating, hot water, and electricity use. Today, with 
improved insulation of buildings, the share of operational energy 
decreased, giving rise to a more active consideration of embodied 
energy in materials. Buildings are long-lived dynamic entities that 
consists of a multitude of materials where each has their own per-
formance and connection to the whole. This complexity is often 
not adequately accounted for or discussed in current LCAs.

WHY LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA)
Climate change is one of many ecological sustainability aspects, 
but a major aspect where humanity has gone beyond their boun-
daries. It is therefore an urgent challenge and focus all over the 
globe. Not the least regarding the built environment. Eberhardt et 
al. (2021) explains how the building sector is responsible for 40% of 
all energy, 33% of all greenhouse gas emissions, 30% of all raw ma-
terials and 40% of all waste, globally. Much of which is based on a 
linear economy of “take-make-use-dispose”. On the contrary, circu-
lar economy can help restore resources and minimize emissions, 
by closing the material loops by focusing on design principles like 
adaptability, durability, use of low-impact materials and reducing 
the amount of materials. To reach a circular built environment, 
the	 design	 stage	 is	 significant,	 since	 early	 decisions	will	 influen-
ce a building’s life cycle and climate footprint the most. However 
today,	LCA	 is	primarily	used	as	a	final	assessment	of	completed	
building’s, rather than an iterative design. This is often due to lack of 
data, knowledge and interpretation of the LCA result. This is not the 
most effective way of using the tool. While this is an ongoing deve-
lopment,	the	building	industry	would	benefit	from	knowing	which	
major building parts to focus on regarding the maximum reduction 
of emissions (Eberhardt et al. 2021), which is something that is 
investigated in this thesis. 

According to Beemsterboer (2019), the lifecycle of a residential 
building is important from a climate concern, yet the knowledge of 
LCA remain scarce and uneven in most construction companies. 
The interest in LCA is increasing, and in 2022, the use of LCA-ba-
sed climate declarations (A1-A3) will become a requirement in the 

Swedish building sector. Yet agian, it must be seen throughout 
the	whole	 lifetime	 of	 the	 building,	 not	 just	 the	 finished	 proposal.	
"If the ambition is to make use of the full potential of LCA for in-
dustry and ecology, it is necessary to more actively integrate LCA 
in the planning, design, and construction of residential buildings". 
(Beemsterboer, 2019, p4). The use of LCA is complex, but not more 
complex than many other parts of the building process. 

Moreover,	many	 companies	 experience	 difficulties	making	 effec-
tive use of the LCA potential. The main problem seems to be with 
demand (e.g. since it is voluntary and not yet legalized), resour-
ces (e.g. time, money, ability, and data availability), competence 
(e.g. lack of understanding and experience with the method), and 
concern about its accuracy (because of large amounts of data 
and	 simplified	modelling	 of	 complex	 environmental	 cause-effect	
chains). LCA is a data-intensive practice, and it seems as if data 
is unfortunately especially scarce in early design phases where it 
is needed the most.If LCA is used effectively, it offers a potential 
beyond the reduction of CO2 emissions (e.g. energy questions and 
resource management). 

Beemsterboer (2019) highlights a wide variety of established 
simplification	 techniques	 with	 five	 simplifying	 logics:	 exclusion,	
data-substitution, expert judgement, automation, and standar-
dization. These strategies can make LCA easier and quicker, but 
one should be careful not to simplify too much. Still, "It is difficult 
to imagine an LCA study which does not contain any simplifica-
tion in at least part of the assessment. Simplifications are a way 
of getting work done and reducing the complexity of the task" 
(Beemsterboer et al. 2020, p1)

LCA TOOLS
There are many lifecycle stages of a building and each LCA-tool 
will	focus	on	certain	stages,	giving	them	different		benefits	and	li-
mitations.	An	investigation	was	done	to	find	the	most	suitable	tool,	
which included looking at the following tools: LCAbyg (all stages), 
Bombyx, BM (A1-A5), Bidcon (A1-A3) Anavitor, Klimatkalkyl, EC3tool, 
Tally, OneClickLCA (all stages), HBERT, LCAquick, Etool and CAALA 
(A1-A3, B4, B6, C3-C4). The CAALA (Computer Aided Architectural Li-
fe-cycle Assessment) software	was	chosen	due	to	its	specific	focus	
and	simplification	of	giving	architects	a	tool	to achieve both cost, 
energy and CO2-emission savings on a large scale early in the de-
sign phase. Many other tools requires more heavy details and is 
not directly connected to real-time 3D-modelling like CAALA. More 
about the CAALA software is explained on next page.

LIFETIME
According to Andersson and Nilsson (2020), the buildings in the 
city have considerably shorter life spans than buildings in the coun-
tryside, due to development reasons. They refer to a study saying 
that "25% of all buildings demolished in Sweden since 1980, were 
less than 30 years old	(p.21).	This	is	very	significant	from	an	LCA	
point of view, which will be discussed later in the lifecycle experi-
ments. 

COMPUTER AIDED ARCHITECTURAL LIFE-CYCLE 
ASSESSMENT (CAALA)
The CAALA software is especially made for architects to optimize 
their design in early stages, in order to reach the climate potential 
and avoid exceeding the budget. It	 is	one	of	 the	first	plug-ins	
that includus both lifecycle cost (LCC), energy demand and CO2 
emissions in the same simulation (F6S, 2020). The software in-
cludes the stages A1-A3 (Production), B4 (Replacements), 
B6 (Operational energy use), C3 (Waste processing) and C4 
(Disposal). In that way, it integrates both embodied and ope-
rational energy in the LCA, and both investment cost and 
operating costs in the LCC. Thus displays the interesting in-
terrelation between cost, climate and design (architectural 
qualities). Building planners can then easily modify indivi-
dual parameters (e.g. the wall material, insulation thickness 
or a new roof) and instantly see the consequences of the 
design choice just made. The designer builds their model 
in Sketch up and without any wall thicknesses, each sur-
face must be assigned correctly to a CAALA-layer. The co-
lour coding gives the user instant visual feedback to help 
verify the correct boundary conditions (Hollberg et al. 2017). 

CAALA MODELLING
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5. LCA: Results

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM BOUNDARY (X = INCLUDED IN LCA; MND = MODULE NOT DECLARED)
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 C1 C2 C3 C4 D

X X X MND MND MND MND MNR MNR MNR MND MND MND X MND X X

RESULTS OF THE LCA - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: 1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled
Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Global warming potential [kg CO2-Eq.] 3.06E+0 9.30E-4 1.92E-3 -2.27E+0
Depletion potential of the stratospheric ozone layer [kg CFC11-Eq.] -1.07E-8 3.12E-16 4.64E-15 9.76E-9

Acidification potential of land and water [kg SO2-Eq.] 1.77E-2 3.89E-6 5.47E-6 -1.46E-2
Eutrophication potential [kg (PO4)3--Eq.] 2.64E-3 9.69E-7 6.73E-7 -2.17E-3

Formation potential of tropospheric ozone photochemical oxidants [kg ethene-Eq.] 9.19E-4 -1.43E-6 5.14E-7 -7.26E-4
Abiotic depletion potential for non-fossil resources [kg Sb-Eq.] 4.29E-4 7.49E-11 3.92E-10 -3.85E-4

Abiotic depletion potential for fossil resources [MJ] 2.36E+1 1.29E-2 2.75E-2 -1.58E+1
RESULTS OF THE LCA - RESOURCE USE: 1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled

Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Renewable primary energy as energy carrier [MJ] 1.31E+1 6.48E-4 2.08E-3 -8.73E+0
Renewable primary energy resources as material utilization [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

Total use of renewable primary energy resources [MJ] 1.31E+1 6.48E-4 2.08E-3 -8.73E+0
Non-renewable primary energy as energy carrier [MJ] 3.03E+1 1.29E-2 2.86E-2 -2.12E+1

Non-renewable primary energy as material utilization [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Total use of non-renewable primary energy resources [MJ] 3.03E+1 1.29E-2 2.86E-2 -2.12E+1

Use of secondary material [kg] 1.53E-2 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Use of renewable secondary fuels [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

Use of non-renewable secondary fuels [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Use of net fresh water [m³] 6.98E-1 1.20E-6 1.21E-7 -6.34E-1

RESULTS OF THE LCA – OUTPUT FLOWS AND WASTE CATEGORIES: 
1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled

Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Hazardous waste disposed [kg] 7.34E-6 6.78E-10 1.39E-10 -6.67E-6
Non-hazardous waste disposed [kg] 3.45E-1 9.87E-7 3.95E-2 -1.41E-1

Radioactive waste disposed [kg] 2.65E-3 1.76E-8 4.25E-7 -2.14E-3
Components for re-use [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Materials for recycling [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 9.45E-1 9.59E-1

Materials for energy recovery [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Exported electrical energy [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Exported thermal energy [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

6. LCA: Interpretation

The figures below show the relative contributions of the 
production stages (Module A1-A3), transport to waste 
treatment (Module C2), waste treatment (Module C4) 
and the benefits and loads beyond the product system 
boundary (Module D). 

The production of the high-grade zinc is still the 
dominating contributor to the indicators of the impact 

assessment as main raw material, followed by the 
generation of electricity. 
The high credits given in module D are the results of 
the 100% recyclability of the zinc products. At the EoL 
of the zinc products a collection rate of 96% was 
assumed. The 4% remaining are forwarded to the 
waste treatment (module C4). Overall, C2 and C4 have 
a minimized contribution.

The A-layers are those affected by thermal losses during 
operation. B-layers are unheated spaces, and mainly em-
bodied energy from the materials. In the CAALA-software, 
specific	materials	is	assigned	to	each	layer.	The	materials	
can be taken from a dropdown meny or be customized as 
desired. The thickness is added when materials have been 
defined.	The	data	is	collected	from	the	DGNB	system	and	
the Ökobaudat data. The materials can partly be manipu-
lated manually by the desiger, for example changing the 
lamda value (insulation performance) or material lifespan 
(important for replacement stage), and of course material 
thicknesses. The investment costs (initial building cost) is 
added manually for each layer. Material cost is not built-in. 
For maintainance and repair cost, the software will calcula-
te a certain exponential cost in % on the initial building cost, 
as	 a	 qualified	 simplification.	The	 energy	 price	 per	 kWh	 is	
added manually because prices vary enormously between 
countries. After adding the required data,  and thereby get 
a total LCC (Lifecycle cost) for the assigned lifetime of the 
building. The lifetime can be adjusted between 1-100 years 
(CAALA, 2020). 

(Figure 5 & 6. Boundary conditions in CAALA software. 
A. Hollberg, personal communication, 23 Feb,  2021.
Illustrations based on Hollberg et al. 2017)

Optional

1:200 (A4)

B10 B11
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Figure 3. Life cycle stages included in EPDs (Rheinzink 2021)

Figure 4. Seleted life cycle stages in CAALA 
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ENERGY PRICE
ELECTRICITY PRICES
Today's price for electricity and the exponential price increase in 
the future must be manually added in CAALA. The price make a 
large impact on the LCC and therefore time was spent on trying to 
understand	and	estimate	reasonable	energy	prices	and	inflation	in	
the future. Note that even good estimations are highly speculative. 
The prices of the future can change due to new laws, taxations, inn-
ovations or similar. The values and tools of calculation was done 
with help from the Swedish Energy Agency (L. Nilsson, personal 
communication, 2021 March 15). Energy prices are different de-
pending on private or public sector, household, or companies, what 
kind of company and where the activity takes place. In this case, it 
is a small household villa with heat pump. There are four different 
energy areas in Sweden, divided from north to south. Most people 
live and pay the costs within area 3, including this case study in Vis-
kafors. All energy use in Sweden is liable to tax but it is not included 
in the modelling software. Prices also go up and down, depending 
on weather, wind, temperature, and other factors. Especially energy 
coming from "green technology". 

ENERGY PRICE DIVIDED IN FOUR PARTS:
1.Power distribution grid (transport of energy is same for   
all in same area)
2.Energy price (Deal with energy company)
3.Energy tax (government decides)
4.Value added tax (VAT) (an additional 25% on total sum)

AVERAGE ENERGY PRICE (KWH) IN SWEDEN?
1.Power distribution grid (0.4 SEK/0.04 €)
2.Energy price (0.4 SEK/0.04 €)
3.Energy tax (0.36 SEK/0.036 €)
4.Value added tax (VAT) (Not included in CAALA model)
•Total 1,16 SEK/0.16 € (SCB 2021). Note that the price is much 
lower than many other parts of Europe (see graph).

ESTIMATE THE PRICE OF 2050?
1. POWER DISTRIBUTION GRID (25 year Historical Com-
parison gave 1,4 %/year. See calc. below): 

The price from 1996 until 2019 has changed from 0,19 to 0,347 
(SCB	2021).	This	change	has	not	taken	to	account	inflation	and	to	
equalize the percentage increase and see the real price developme-
nt,	we	must	first	look	at	CPI	(Costumer	Price	Index)	for	the	same	
year span. The values were “156” in 1996 and “334” in 2019 (SCB 
2021). 334/156=1,3. This means the starting point price in 1996 
must	first	increase	with	30%	to	be	comparable,	so	0,19	SEK	x	30%	
= 0,24 SEK. This can now be set in relation to the price in 2019, 0,34 
SEK. The price development between 1996-2019 has gone from 
0,24-0,34 SEK (in 25 years). This is 0,04 SEK/year for 25 years. In 
exponential increase, the equation is 0,24x25=0,34. The exponential 
x	is	then	1,4%	each	year.	Inflation	is	then	already	“included”	in	the	
price like a discount. This means including the price of 1996, as if it 
was the price of 2020.  

2. ENERGY PRICE (30 year Future Scenario = 1,46%/year)

The energy price is calculated from The Swedish energy agency 
scenarios for the spot-price on electricity in the power market (L. 
Nilsson, personal communication, 2021 March 15). In other words 
the price on the Nordic electricity market NordPool. The price in 
year 2020 is 0.31 SEK and is estimated to be 0,479 SEK in 2050. 
(An increase of about 0,17 SEK in real terms, ca 50% in total). The 
exponential equation is 0,31x30=0,479. Making x=1,46%/year

3.ENERGY TAX (unchanged at 0.36 SEK in real terms, so 0% 
increase)

4.VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT) (unchanged and not included)

SUMMARY: Power grid 1,4%, energy price 1,46%, energy tax 
0%. Since they are almost 30% each of the total price, you might 
summarize by the equation (1,4+1,46+0)/3= ca 0.98% average. So 
more or less 1% increase of total energy price (already adjusted to 
inflation)

ENERGY PRICES IN CAALA
There are three values to decide in CAALA lifecycle modelling. 
1.Energy price today (starting point)
2.Exponential increase of energy price (estimated in %/year)
3.Inflation	discount	(%/year	works	as	discount	on	energy	price).	

Inflation	can	be	confusing	when	estimating	prices.	There	are	two	
ways	to	calculate	price	and	inflation	which	will	have	the	same	out-
come in the model.

1.	If	adding	a	value	to	the	inflation	rate	(discount)	in	the	model,	the	
energy price must be in “nominal terms”, which means a price not 
yet	adjusted	for	inflation.	Otherwise,	the	“inflation	discount”	will	be	
counted twice.  
2.	The	second	option	is	to	set	inflation	discount	to	0%	and	instead	
include it directly in the energy price. The energy price development 
will then be in “real terms”, which means a price already adjusted 
for	inflation	and	thereby	excluded	the	effect	of	inflation	(It	means	
the prices have been compared as if they were all in 2020). 

Since the calculations show a price increase in real terms (adjusted 
to	inflation),	the	energy	will	be	more	expensive	in	2050	than	today	
in	2020.	If	the	inflation	is	1,	5	or	10%	does	not	affect	the	“real	price”,	
but	only	the	“nominal	price”.	So,	if	adding	5%	inflation,	it	must	also	
be added to the energy price. The difference between them must 
always be 1% according to the calculations above. Since I included 
inflation	in	my	energy	price	calculation,	I	will	set	inflation	to	1%	and	
energy price to 2%. Price today (ex VAT) is 1,16 SEK. In 50 years the 
energy price will be 1,16 SEK x 1,01x50=1,9SEK/kWh. Looking at 
the diagram below, it is important to say that Swedish price/kWh is 
very low. Almost half that of Germany. 

Figure 7. Electricity 
prices (including taxes) 
for household consu-
mers, second half 2020 
by Eurostat (2020). 
Retrieved from https://
ec.europa.eu/eurostat/
statistics-explained/
index.php?title=Electrici-
ty_price_statistics

GERMANY
3 SEK/kWh!

Exhibition house Small bedroom
Year 2020 Developer Viskaforshem 
Architects Brunnberg & Forshed
Photo Robin Hayes
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CASE STUDY3
Case study Cedar shingle facade
Photo Author
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THE SITE THE ORIGINAL PROJECT

PROJECT: 13 detached rental villas of 84m2. 
Källsprångsvägen, Viskafors. Year 2020.
CLIENT: Viskaforshem AB
ARCHITECT: Brunnberg & Forshed
CONTRACTOR: Fristad Bygg

VISKAFORSHEM AB
Viskaforshem	 is	 a	 public	 non-profit	 housing	 organi-
sation owned by Borås municipality. Companies like 
these exist all over Sweden to offer good rental hou-
sing for everyonw, no matter background. They are 
to take active responsibility for the building of society, 
and operate with normal business principles. 

VISKAFORS
Viskafors i located 10km outside of Borås city and 
has about 3800 inhabitants. Historically it is an old 
factory town, but after the textile and rubber industry 
closed down, fewer workers settled there. Viskafors-
hem wants to attract new people by attractive archi-
tectural housing. 

WHY VISKAFORSHEM?
The client Viskaforshem explores a relevant question 
about	how	it	could	be	profitable	to	spend	money	on	
quality. It is a wise invesment that goes hand in hand 
with sustainability, longterm thinking and resource 

optimization (Brunnberg & Forshed, personal com-
munication, 2021 Feb 12). Mikael Bengtsson (VD), 
says the demand for small houses are clear, yet den-
sification	is	the	popular	strategy.	Viskaforshem	works	
against mainstreem trying to build high quality rental 
housing (personal communication, 2020 Dec 10).

WHY THIS CASE STUDY?
The	 scale	 fit	well	 with	 the	 scope	 of	 the	 thesis	 and	
there was mutual interest in knowledge exchange, 
since lifecycle assesments had not been done. It is 
an interesting case because the quality, from many 
aspects, is already above average swedish standard 
and is therefore a challenge to optimize. 

TASK & TIMELINE 
The	task	was	specifically	three-room	housing,	since	
previous project at Pumpkällehagen had four rooms 
and the desire was to widen their building stock. First 
sketches was in 2016 and the opening will happen in 
2021.	The	plan	was	19	houses	at	first	but	was	redu-
ced to 13 due to ground quality (normally in projects 
it is the other way). 

Göteborg

Borås

Google maps (2020)

Google maps (2020)

Photo Mikael Bengtsson

Ca 1 h drive

1:1500 (A4)
Drawings by Brunnberg Forshed
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CASE STUDY VISIT

Exhibition house Källsprångsvägen Details of stone sills, 
massive metall sink, cedar shingles, core pine patio, painted 
CLT interior and Swedish made doors
Developer Viskaforshem 
Contractor Fristad Bygg 
Photos Author

THE ORIGINAL BUILDING
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REAL ESTATE ECONOMY

General calculations on the original buildings to help get a sense of the 
project scale and costs, before zooming into one villa. 

PROJECT BRIEF
Type: 13 detached rental houses
Gross	floor	area	(GFA):	99sqm	
(incl outer walls. excl patio, terrace and attic storage)
Net	floor	area	(NFA):	85sqm	livable	rental	space
NFA/GFA (key ratio): 85/99=0,86

PRICE OVERVIEW
Total price incl VAT (value added tax): ca 60MSEK (exVAT 50MSEK)
Total price/villa: 60/13=4,6MSEK (ca 3,8MSEK ex VAT)
Total rentable space (sqm NFA): 1105sqm
Total Production cost incl VAT (SEK/sqmNFA): 60/1105=54 298 SEK/
sqm (incl land and building)
Price division: Land 10MSEK and building 50MSEK
Land price incl VAT (SEK/sqmNFA): 10/1105=9050 SEK/sqm land
Building price incl VAT (SEK/sqmNFA): 50/1105=45 248 SEK/sqm

RENT
Rent (SEK/villa/month): 10 114 SEK/month (excl heating, electricity, 
water and waste disposal)
Rent (SEK/sqm/month): 10 114/85= 119 SEK/sqm
Rent (SEK/sqm/year): 119x12= 1433SEK/m2/year 

(There is a maximum permitted standard rent when receiving invest-
ment support for new rentals or student housing. Support from Bover-
ket (2020) may only be provided if the project ensures relatively lower 
housing costs, in this case 1450 SEK/sqm)

ADDITIONAL COST
The additional cost includes heating, electricity, water and waste dis-
posal. The cost depends on personal usage but is estimated to 2000 
SEK/month. By having additional costs, Viskaforshem desires to teach 
the tenants about sustainability as they become in control of their own 
usage and costs and as a company avoid, to some degree, increased 
administrative work. 

OTHER
Rate of return/yield (depend on location and estimated risks): 3,25%, 
general for the municipality
Devaluation (decrease in value of time): 70 years
Heat source: Geothermal heat pump with unit inside each house. Floor 
heating in all rooms. Their own estimation is 30 kwh/sqm/year. 

      
Prices include work hours, ex. VAT      
1 € = 10 SEK      
      
      
Description  Specifications   Investment  Area Price  Price
       SEK  m2 SEK/m2 €/m2

Land    Plot, infrastructure   710 000  - - 71 000 € 
Load-bearing structure Cross-laminated timber (CLT)  500 000  380 1316 132 €
Kitchen and appliances Solid wood, metal and natural stone  290 000  - - 29 000 €
Roofing	 	 	 Rheinzink	or	brick	tiles	 	 240	000	 	 136	 1765	 176	€
Exterior wall  Cedar shingles, cellulose insulation 225 000  130 1731 173 €
VVS-installations	 	 Geo.	Heatpump,	floor	heat,	FTX	 200	000	 	 -	 -	 20	000	€
El-installations  Normal, behind CLT   170 000  - - 17 000 €
Bathroom		 	 Wall	finish,	appliances	 	 150	000	 	 -	 -	 15	000	€
Unheated spaces  Storage, patio, terrace structures 125 000  -  - -
Foundation  Concrete, EPS insulation  110 000  118 932 93 € 
Flooring   Stone clinker, glue   100 000  100 1000 100 €  
Windows   Wood-alu 2+1, openable vertical 90 000  30 3000 300 €
Doors   Inside and outside, high quality  75 000  15 5000 500 €
Inner walls  Standard gypsum solutions  70 000  30 2333 233 € 
Paint   Painting directly on CLT  40 000  260 154 15 € 

Other    Establishment, planning, expenditure,  500 000  - - 50 000 € 
   supplement charge, risk, salaries etc     
      
      
    Total investment  3 595 000 SEK   359 500 € 
 

PRODUCTION COST
OBS! This is en estimation of the production cost of 
one villa. The € is highlighted because it is the curren-
cy used in the life cycle software. The SEK-currency 
is to help conversion for Swedish readers. Estimating 
correct	 prices	 is	 difficult	 because	 it	 depends	 on	 ti-
ming, place, volume, details, work hours, unexpected 
risks and much more. The prices are therefore not 
comparable with prices on the public market. 
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This table does not include everything, only that which 
is most useful for this thesis and for comparable calcu-
lations in the life cycle tool. The costs have been esti-
mated in several ways. Some prices have been given by 
the entreprenour, some directly from producers, some 
from the client, and some are estimated in a calculation 
program (Wikells Sectionsdata, 2021). Out of respect for 
each stakeholder, the connection to each cost is kept 
secret to protect private interests from the public. 
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GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIAL (GWP)
This graph displays the Lifecycle assessment (LCA), measured in 
global warming potential with the units, kg CO2/m2 per year. The 
reference area used in the experiments is 100m2 and the reference 
study period for is 50 years (which of course can be adjusted). In 
other	words,	the	figure	say	37	kg	CO2 x 100m2 x 50 years = 185 
tons of CO2 (3,7ton/year or counting 3 people living in the house: 
3,7/3=1,2ton/person/year).

To make a few CO2 comparisons, one 
roundtrip flight Sweden-New York 
(12000km) is the same CO2  cost per 
person, 1,2 tons (Kortspelet klimatkoll 
2020), as the buildings lifecyle (if three 
people live there). 

Or a mixed food diet is in Swedish 
average 2 tons CO2/person/year (Kort-
spelet klimatkoll 2020). Which means, the 
building costs each year is the same as 
two people eating for a whole year. 

The use phase is 60%, End of life 35%, replacements 5% and pro-
duction almost 0%. Production and end-of-life should be seen to-
gether in a sense and is mostly dependent on embodied energy 
in materials. Production is almost 0% due to wooden materials 
that binds CO2, but importantly, that CO2 will be released again at 
the end-of-life, making it 35%. Replacements are different for each 
material and has been manually decided in CAALA software (see 
material lifespan list). After its expected lifespan is is replaced and 
counted once more into the LCA. In this way, long-lasting materials 
will be cheaper.

Energy in use phase is connected to the primary energy demand. It 
is based on the building's shape factor and volume, insulation and 
u-values,	 thermal	 bridges,	 air	 tightness	 and	 the	 efficiency	 of	 the	
technical equipment. The original model has a heat pump ground/
water with mechanical ventilation and heat recovery and a default 
CO2-Intensity [kg CO2eq/kWh] set to 0.53 (this will be experimented 
and discussed later). The LCA can not take into account how ma-
terials might loose insulation-performance over time. Estimations 
like these have to be done manually. As energy use is 60% of CO2, 
it motivates architects and builders to investigate and use effective 
technical equipment.  

Though the LCA includes many major lifecycle stages but not all 
of them, for example construction phase or some parts of the use 
phase, like maintainance. The lifecycle costs is different regarding 
this. To compare an LCA to another LCA, one must be sure to com-
pare the same lifecycle stages, lifetime of the building, and same 
level	of	material	data.	This	can	be	difficult	and	much	study	is	being	
done abour how to simplify LCAs to create more comparable re-
sults. Still, if LCA is used early in the design phase, it is possible to 
find	the	largest	opportunities	for	optimization,	even	if	the	complete	
CO2 can be uncertain.  

MODEL OF ORIGINAL BUILDING

INTRODUCTION
These two pages intends to present the so called original model. 
Basically it is the case study house with values estimated through 
many investigations and interviews. It is the base for which all the 
experiments are compared to. This is the detailed data used in the 
modelling, explainations about what the life cycle parameters in-
clude and exclude, and how to understand the result. And at last, 
some related research for comparison. 

GENERAL MODEL DATA
New construction - Single family house
Region 10 - Hof (area in Germany similar to our climate)
DGNB System (German Sustainable Building Council)
Database Ökobau.dat (2016)

LIFE CYCLE MODULES
A1-A3 Production - B4 replacement - B6 Energy demand in use 
phase	-	C3+C4	End	of	life	-	D	Benefits	beyond	system	boundaries	
(optional, not included)

OBJECT DATA
Average	 floor	 height	 3m	 (floor-floor),	 1	 floor,	 NFA	 84	 m2,	 BFA	
105m2, energy reference area 100m2, thermal bridge ”enhanced 
0,05 W/m2K” (medium) and air tightness ”new construction - gene-
ral n50=4h-1 ” (medium). 

U-VALUES
Average climate shell 0.21, Foundation 0.125, Wall 0.158, 
Roof 0.073, Window 0.9

MATERIAL LIFESPAN BEFORE REPLACEMENT

BELOW 50 YEARS: Painting 15 years, Construction wood varies, 
Windows 30 years, Wood terrace 30 years

50 YEARS: Interior walls (lasts longer, but is often replaced), Tar 
paper below roof, Technical system (TGA)

75-100 YEARS:	Doors,	Cedar	Facade,	Stone	clinker	flooring,	Roof	
cladding,	Cellulose	insulation,	Intermediate	floor

NEVER REPLACED IN CAALA Foundation (concrete, EPS, XPS), 
Load-bearing structure (CLT)

NOT INCLUDED IN THIS LCA Bathroom, kitchen, furnitures and 
other details. Focus is major building parts.

MODEL OF ORIGINAL BUILDING

Figure 8. Lifecycle cost £/m2 in the UK (W. Unterrainer, personal 
communication, 29 Mar, 2021)

White staples shows villa costs. Construction is 37% of total LCC. 
This means the initial building cost is paid 3 times over the entire 
lifetime! The study period is unfortunetely not known, making com-
parison more difficult. Still, knowing construction costs are higher 
in Sweden compared to UK, it is plausable that construction/invest-
ment cost in the original model is 70% of total LCC over 50 years. 

Figure 9. Environmental certifications. A comparison of energy 
usage in multi-residential buildings in Southern Sweden (Lundgren 
2014). 

The Viskafors villa with 62kWh will reach green building certifica-
tion, Svanen and Miljöbyggnad Guld. A real passivehouse are as 
low as 15 kWh, but it is difficult to reach that low when having an 
uneffective building shape and only one floor.

LIFE CYCLE COSTS (LCC)
This graph displays the LCC measured in €/m2 with same referen-
ce area of 100m2. Note this is a total cost for 50 years, and not a 
yearly cost like the LCA. The yearly cost must be calculated manu-
ally by dividing by the amount of years. The 50-year lifecycle cost 
for the whole building is 4792€ x10 SEK x 100m2 = 4 792 000 SEK 
(including a 200 000 SEK heat pump).  This is 96 000 SEK/year or 
8000 SEK/month. 

The investment cost is the estimated building cost ex VAT and in-
cluding work hours, about 3,4 million SEK (70% of total LCC!). This 
is the cost used in the modelling by assigning costs for each ma-
terial layer, but in reality this number is likely +- 200 000 SEK due to 
details that can not be covered in the LCC software. Maintainance 
and repair are calculated by adding an exponential %-increase/year, 
on the investment cost. It differs between the built structure and 
technical system by following: Building maintenance: 0,1% and re-
pair: 0,35%. Technical maintainance 0,41% and repair 0,66%. This is 
a	good	estimation	by	the	DGNB	system,	but	it	has	some	flaws.	As	
investment cost gets higher, repair also gets higher, but in reality it 
is sometimes the opposite. An investment in better quality will likely 
lower the need for repair and maintenance, which in return, lowers 
expenses over time. This concept is then not really visible in the 
LCC today. The LCC does not reconize the lifespan of the material 
like the LCA does. 

The last parameter is the energy cost. This cost is added manually, 
since it is different around the globe. In this case, the initial price 
for electricity is 0,12 €/kWh (ex Vat), the rate of energy price increa-
se	is	2%/year	and	the	price	discount	rate	for	inflation	is	1	%/year.	
In other words 1,2 SEK/kWh with 1% cost increase each year of 
the building's lifetime. This cost is not only for energy use but also 
general costs like repair and maintenance. Sweden has very low 
energy cost (and very clean energy). It is therefore only 6% of total 
LCC (compared to 60% for the LCA). Since the energy cost made a 
large impact on total LCC, indepth calculations was done for realis-
tic price estimation (see separate chapter on energy). 

PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND
This graph displays the Primary energy demand, measured in 
kWh/m2 per year. The total is 62kWh x 100m2 x 50 years =310 
000 kWh (or 6200kWh/year). This operational energy is compiled 
according to the parameters below. 

The energy depends on the technical system for both heating and 
ventilation, in this case a heat pump with mechanical ventilation. 
Changing to natural gas, oil boiler, district heating or pellets, will 
drastically change the result (see technical experiment). The aux-
ilary electricity is needed to run the water pump, fans and so on. 
The	space	heating	depends	on	shape	factor,	floor	area,	the	ceiling	
height, the solar gains and losses through windows, as well the 
building's	 insulation.	The	 hot	water	 is	 a	 fixed	 value.	The	 primary	
energy demand is a summary of the above, including the energy 
generated from the heat pump. The values also depend on clima-
te, geography and other factors. Minimizing the thermal bridges 
and air tightness in the software would lower result by 10kWh. The 
result	is	plausible	for	a	small	detached	house	with	only	one	floor.	
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Life cycle costs
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CO2 VS BUILDING COST 
IN MAJOR BUILDING PARTS
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EMBODIED ENERGY [C02/M2]
This is the embodied CO2 in materials connected to each major buil-
ding part. It is measured in kgCO2/m2a and the lifespan is 50 years. It 
includes all life cycle stages, which means some of these materials 
are counted twice due to replacement. A different total lifespan of the 
building would change graph.

5. The exterior wall is fairly low due to high percentage of 
wooden materials that binds CO2. 

1. The roof has the highest impacts, likely due to 
zink roofing, 30% thicker insulation and 14cm CLT 
load bearing construction compared to the 10cm for 
the exterior wall. 

6. The intermediate floor is lowest, but still made the list 
of highest impacts, also due to thicker CLT and insulation. 

2. The foundation is second highest, due to concre-
te, armory and cell plastic insulations. 

4. The windows have impact due to glass and aluminium, 
and because it is replaced once after 30 years. 

3.The technical equipment (heating system) is not 
yet replaced in this graph. If it is counted once more 
due to longer building life, it would be same as the 
roof and move to second place. 

BUILDING COSTS [€/M2]
The building costs are also calculated per m2 for comparison 
with CO2 /m2. One important note is that not all elements are 
the same thickness (e.g. the exterior wall includes more ma-
terial layers than the windows), so even if area is the same, 
the volume is not. The result from comparing the two graphs 
shows that embodied CO2 emissions in some sense follows 
the building cost, but not fully. It is only the roof that appear 
the same in both diagrams, as number 1 on the list. The others 
are different.

2. The cost of the exterior wall changes perhaps the most, 
from 5-2. The materials has high cost/m2 due to much ma-
terials, but low CO2 /m2 , due to much wood. The potential to 
improve here is lower than the other. 

1. The roof cost is the highest (same for CO2.) and 
thus has potential to lower both parts i re-designed 
or changing materials.

5. Intermediate floor cost is mostly due to thick CLT. The 
cost/m2 is lower than the CO2 /m2, but the project would po-
tentially save large costs and CO2 by removing it. 

3. Foundation of concrete, EPS and stone flooring 
has high CO2 /m2 compared to the cost/m2 . Since it is 
cheap it is likely more used, but should be questioned 
and improved.

6. The windows changes the most. They are very cheap 
compared to the CO2/m2.. Which means high CO2  saving po-
tentials.

4. The technical equipment is quite similar in both 
graphs, but again, if the system was once replaced, 
the CO2 would be much higher compared to its cost. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

2. 

3. 

3. 

5. 

5. 

4. 

4. 

6. 

6. 

Källsprångsvägen Facade construction 
Contractor Fristad Bygg

Photo Robin Hayes
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EXPERIMENTS4
Case study View from the living room 
Year 2020 Developer Viskaforshem 
Architects Brunnberg & Forshed
Photo Robin Hayes
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OVERVIEW

LIFECYCLE STAGES IN THE LCA

B6

7 Environmental Product Declaration RHEINZINK GmbH & Co. KG – RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled

5. LCA: Results

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM BOUNDARY (X = INCLUDED IN LCA; MND = MODULE NOT DECLARED)

PRODUCT STAGE
CONSTRUCTI
ON PROCESS 

STAGE
USE STAGE END OF LIFE STAGE

BENEFITS AND 
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 C1 C2 C3 C4 D

X X X MND MND MND MND MNR MNR MNR MND MND MND X MND X X

RESULTS OF THE LCA - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: 1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled
Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Global warming potential [kg CO2-Eq.] 3.06E+0 9.30E-4 1.92E-3 -2.27E+0
Depletion potential of the stratospheric ozone layer [kg CFC11-Eq.] -1.07E-8 3.12E-16 4.64E-15 9.76E-9

Acidification potential of land and water [kg SO2-Eq.] 1.77E-2 3.89E-6 5.47E-6 -1.46E-2
Eutrophication potential [kg (PO4)3--Eq.] 2.64E-3 9.69E-7 6.73E-7 -2.17E-3

Formation potential of tropospheric ozone photochemical oxidants [kg ethene-Eq.] 9.19E-4 -1.43E-6 5.14E-7 -7.26E-4
Abiotic depletion potential for non-fossil resources [kg Sb-Eq.] 4.29E-4 7.49E-11 3.92E-10 -3.85E-4

Abiotic depletion potential for fossil resources [MJ] 2.36E+1 1.29E-2 2.75E-2 -1.58E+1
RESULTS OF THE LCA - RESOURCE USE: 1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled

Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Renewable primary energy as energy carrier [MJ] 1.31E+1 6.48E-4 2.08E-3 -8.73E+0
Renewable primary energy resources as material utilization [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

Total use of renewable primary energy resources [MJ] 1.31E+1 6.48E-4 2.08E-3 -8.73E+0
Non-renewable primary energy as energy carrier [MJ] 3.03E+1 1.29E-2 2.86E-2 -2.12E+1

Non-renewable primary energy as material utilization [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Total use of non-renewable primary energy resources [MJ] 3.03E+1 1.29E-2 2.86E-2 -2.12E+1

Use of secondary material [kg] 1.53E-2 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Use of renewable secondary fuels [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

Use of non-renewable secondary fuels [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Use of net fresh water [m³] 6.98E-1 1.20E-6 1.21E-7 -6.34E-1

RESULTS OF THE LCA – OUTPUT FLOWS AND WASTE CATEGORIES: 
1 kg RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright-rolled

Parameter Unit A1-A3 C2 C4 D

Hazardous waste disposed [kg] 7.34E-6 6.78E-10 1.39E-10 -6.67E-6
Non-hazardous waste disposed [kg] 3.45E-1 9.87E-7 3.95E-2 -1.41E-1

Radioactive waste disposed [kg] 2.65E-3 1.76E-8 4.25E-7 -2.14E-3
Components for re-use [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Materials for recycling [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 9.45E-1 9.59E-1

Materials for energy recovery [kg] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Exported electrical energy [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Exported thermal energy [MJ] 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0 0.00E+0

6. LCA: Interpretation

The figures below show the relative contributions of the 
production stages (Module A1-A3), transport to waste 
treatment (Module C2), waste treatment (Module C4) 
and the benefits and loads beyond the product system 
boundary (Module D). 

The production of the high-grade zinc is still the 
dominating contributor to the indicators of the impact 

assessment as main raw material, followed by the 
generation of electricity. 
The high credits given in module D are the results of 
the 100% recyclability of the zinc products. At the EoL 
of the zinc products a collection rate of 96% was 
assumed. The 4% remaining are forwarded to the 
waste treatment (module C4). Overall, C2 and C4 have 
a minimized contribution.

D

This is the stage where all 
materials are produced. 
The result is 0, because 
wood has a minus value in 
production since it binds 
CO2. The loadbearing wall 
and roof is below 0 becau-
se it is CLT, cellulose insu-
lation and cedar facade.

A1-A3 is used by many 
companies to calculate 
LCA and will become re-
quired for new buildings 
in 2022, acc. to Boverket. 
This is a step in the right 
direction, but the graphs 
show how A1-A3 can be 
misleading. Wood will re-
lease CO2 in the end-of-life 
stage, and will then reach 
a +-0 at best. 

+ + + +

The replacement stage 
calculates that some 
materials will be repla-
ced after their expected 
lifespan, for example 30 
or 50 years. The load 
bearing structure will 
never be replaced and 
is therefore not chang-
ed in the graph. The 
replacing of wooden 
products make small 
difference in LCA as 
mentioned. The largest 
change is windows and 
doors, due to glass and 
aluminium. 

The circular graph 
changes alot when ad-
ding energy use over 
50 years, but the stap-
le graph is unchanged 
here because it only in-
cludes embodied ener-
gy in materials and not 
the CO2 through energy 
used to run the building. 

What mostly effects the 
circular graph and ener-
gy use, is how well the 
building materials will 
insulate and what type 
of technical equipment 
used for heating and 
electricity. 

Adding the end-of-life sta-
ge and CO2 emissions for 
waste disposal is crucial to 
balance the LCA and crea-
te a realistic picture. This 
combination of lifecycle 
stages is used in the expe-
riments. Note that some 
staples have been mirrored, 
which means the wood 
products released the CO2 
that was previously binded, 
and almost create a net 
zero between production 
and end-of-life. However, 
none of the staples are now 
below 0, which means all 
material layers have a CO2 
cost if the entire 50-year life 
of the building is counted 
for. Largest is roof, ground 
and windows, due to me-
tals and concrete. 

The D-stage is in many 
cases speculations about 
the future potentials of 
how materials can be reu-
sed or recycled. Though 
it is important part of the 
lifecycle, it gives LCA credit 
for something today that 
might not be true tomor-
row. Therefore it is exclu-
ded in the experiments, to 
avoid green washing. 

For example it could be 
about how burning wood 
in the future might be con-
nected to a new innova-
tion where the energy and 
CO2 emissions can be re-
used	for	a	benefit,	 instead	
of being released back into 
the atmosphere.

USED IN THE 
EXPERIMENT

CAN BE 
MISLEADING!

C3+C4

1. LIFE CYCLE INTRODUCTION

Case study Wooden rental villas,
Källsprångsvägen, Viskafors 
Year 2020 Developer Viskaforshem 
Architects Brunnberg & Forshed
Photo Robin Hayes

LIFECYCLE STAGES
Explaining the stages

LIFESPAN
25-50-75-100 years

ORIENTATION
West vs south-east

ROOF
Pitched	roof	vs	flat	roof

PLAN & VOLUME
Plan
Volume
Section
Facade

1. VOLUMES 2. MATERIALS

FOUNDATION 
Concrete vs foamglas
Slab vs punctual

WINDOW
Alu-Wood-PVC
(including Vertical vs horizontal 
montage	and	Openable	vs	fixed)

ROOF
Zink vs brick tiles

TECHNICAL SYSTEM
Heat pump vs pellets

Chapter 4 [Experiments] is meant to 
be read in a certain order, from wide 
to narrow. 

There are two main categories: 
VOLUME & MATERIALS.

Drawings appear not mainly in the 
end, but connected to each related 
experiment and calculation. 

The following chapter 5 [Summary], 
a new proposal combining the best 
experiments are displayed together 
with the total life cycle savings. 

READING INSTRUCTIONS

A1-A3 B4
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2. Overview

2.1. Primary energy demand

63
kWh/(m a)2

AN

Current variant Performance treshold KfW 55 KfW 40

0 50 100 150 200 250

2.2. Life Cycle Assessment

Primary energy non renewable (PENRT)

40 76 112

A1-A3 Production
B4 Replacement
B6 Energy demand in use phase
C3+C4 End-of-life

0.05

83.81

6.27

52.99

143
kWh/(m a)2

NFA

Global warming potential (GWP)

9.4 17.0 24.6

B4 Replacement
B6 Energy demand in use phase
C3+C4 End-of-life
A1-A3 Production

-2.37
14.32

22.45

1.64

36
kg CO₂-eq/ m²a
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GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL (GWP)

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

700

0 5

160

Year

GWP
CO2/m2

25

50

30

45

31

46

51 61

39 37

50 60

37 36

75

34

100

32

90 91

33
32

-12 kg CO2
-1200 kg/year
-60 ton/50yrs

The heating system (TGA) is changed after 50 years, so at year 
51, the TGA is counted twice. This is shown in the GWP timeline 
below.  So TGA is lowest at 50 years, 2.1kgCO2/m2, but also the 
same for 100 years. For example: 1 year is 105kgCO2/m2. Then 
divide with amount of years.  105/50=2.1kg. Same at 100 years: 
105+105/100=2.1kg. If the year was set to 51, meaning once re-
placed: 105+105/51years=4,1kg/year. Then total GWP would be 39 
instead of 37.

Windows are replaced every 30 years. At year 30, 60, 90 the values 
appear best. While year 31, 61 and 91, the values are at its worst 
because then they are counted twice without having lasted so long. 
Year 1 is 50kg/m2/a. Then add 50 for each replacement and divide 
by amount of years. This means the window element will be same 
during 25-50-75 and 100 year lifespan. 

Repair and maintainance is based on an average expense in x-% 
on investment cost, which means those costs will increase expo-
nentially in the graph. Similar regarding the energy costs, which will 
depend	on	set	price	 for	electricity	and	 inflation.	This	also	means	
the program can not fully distinguish different material qualities, 
but only their lifespan before replacement. For example, the ma-
intainance cost would be the same for a brick wall compared to a 
wooden wall if they had the same investment cost and expected 
lifespan. But in reality, a wooden wall will only last as long as a brick 
will if careful maintainance is upheld.

The lifespan of a building is at the core of lifecycle thinking.  The 
longer	 the	 building	 stands	 the	 better.	 The	 years	 reflect	 the	 time	
from construction to demolition. The total lifecycle cost/m2 incre-
ases each year due to maintainance, repair and energy costs, but 
note how cost per year gets lower. The LCC graph does not display 
yearly cost like the GWP does, only total cost. The yearly cost is 
therefore calculated manually and displayed in the black boxes. 
CO2/m2a (GWP) gets lower each year, with some bumps when 
materials are replaced (timeline illustration below. OBS! Not com-
plete and not in scale, mainly for visual help). The energy demand 
is constant but in reality it could increase when materials get older 
and looses performance, but in a way also get better, since the 
replacement is likely better due to new future innovations.

Tearing down the building after 25 years will drastically increase 
CO2 emissions. As much as 25% of the buildings demolished in 
Sweden since 1980, were less than 30 years old (Andersson & 
Nilsson, 2020, p.21). The demolition after 25 years stands for 
55% of the total GWP (potential reuse not included). Replacement 
is almost zero because most materials lasts more than 25 years 
anyways. The second problem with a short lifespan is that the villa 
will most likely be replaced by a new building, either on the same 
site,	or	elsewhere.	This	will	lead	to	even	higher	costs,	both	financi-
ally and for the climate. If the building lasts longer, new buildings 
will not be needed in the same extent, which reduces costs for 
everyone.

Total cost 4 MSEK
96 000 SEK/YEAR 

for 25 years

+764€/m2

+0,764 MSEK

25 YEARS 50 YEARS (ORIGINAL)

BUILDING 

COST 70% OF 

TOTAL LCC

BUILDING  

COST 85% OF 

TOTAL LCC

160 000 SEK/YEAR
13 000 SEK/MONTH 

for 25 years

96 000 SEK/YEAR
8000 SEK/MONTH 

for 50 years

Total cost 5,7 MSEK
77 000 SEK/YEAR 

for 75 years

+977€/m2

+0,977 MSEK

-3 kg CO2
-300 kg/year
-15ton/50yrs

-1 kg CO2
-100 kg/year
-5 ton/50yrs

Extending from 50-75 years, the CO2
  emissions are lowered, but 

not as much as between 25-50 years. Looking at the GWP graph, 
the largest difference is seen in disposal stage. Likely because 
some materials have lasted longer by then. Moreover, the emis-
sions from energy use is now 62% of total LCA and is getting higher 
in percentage the longer the building stands, because the building 
will always need energy while the embodied energy in materials are 
constant and evens out over the years. 

Important to know is that CAALA software will not replace the lo-
adbearing structure and foundation, since replacing them often 
means replacing the entire building. It is therefore important to in-
vest in durable loadbearing materials that will keep its performace 
and aesthetics over time. 

The step from 50-75 years saved more money per year (ca 20 000 
SEK), than going from 75-100 years (ca 7000SEK), this seem to be 
because both repair, maintenance and energy cost is increasing 
exponentially, at the same time as the investment cost is being 
spread out on more years.

100 years is the maximum for CAALA to calculate but it is impor-
tant to argue for an even longer durability than 100 years if we are 
to reduce climate change. Architecturally, historical and cultural 
buildings	are	appreciated	by	most	and	even	upholds	a	high	finan-
cial value on the market, if it is built with quality materials that age 
beautifully.

After 100 years, the investment cost is 45% of the total LCC, which 
means the initial price for the building has been paid twice over 
100 years. If construction costs would be lower and energy prices 
higher, like in other parts of Europe, this would happen even faster, 
which add importance to quality that can bring down maintenance 
and energy costs.  

A	reflection.	Maintainance	is	570sek/month	for	100	years	compa-
red to 430sek/month for 50 years. It might seen strange, but it is 
important to calculate the same amount of years, in other words, 
adding two 50-year buildings to compare the same "product". That 
is 430+430=860sek/month compared to one 100-year building 
with 570sek/month. 

Total cost 7 MSEK
70 000 SEK/YEAR 

for 100 years

+ 2226€/m2

+ 2,22 MSEK

75 YEARS 100 YEARS

BUILDING  

COST 60% OF 

TOTAL LCC

BUILDING  

COST 45% OF 

TOTAL LCC

SAVE 36% 
CO2 just by 

prolonging the 
lifetime!

77 000 SEK/YEAR
6400 SEK/MONTH 

for 75 years

70 000 SEK/YEAR
5800 SEK/MONTH 

for 100 years

PAID THE HOUSE TWICE OVER!

B4 Window 
replacement 

B4 Technical
replacement 

B4 Window 
replacement B4 Window 

replacement 

Life cycle costs

Investment costs Energy costs Maintenance & Replacement Repair CO₂ Cost

3,468.41

283.64

518.95

2,743.94

7,015
€/m2

GFA
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ANALYSIS INTRODUCTION
The original site plan shows a ”social and equ-
al orientation” with repeated entrances towards 
the street and not oriented according to sun. 
They are placed in two circles; the outer circle 
points entrances inwards, inner circle points 
outwards. Entrances close to the street is prac-
tical, but perhaps there are more spatially inte-
resting,-	and	energy	efficient	orientations?
 
EXPERIMENT DATA
The original house is rotated in the sketch up 
model to different compass directions, in search 
for the most optimized orientation.

RESULT & REFLECTION
The experiment shows that pointing the largest 
window exterior to south-southeast would im-
prove energy demand and CO2 emissions. The 
cost was more or less unchanged. The result 
shows lower energy demand in the use phase, 
because of reduced need for space heating [due 
to solar gains and less heat losses]. On the ori-
ginal site plan, eight villas are in this way inef-
fective	and	five	are	effective.	A	new orentations 
could eventually lead to higher inital cost in infra-
structure, if the entrances are further away and 
the villas are uniquely oriented, but not necessa-
rily. The new proposal shows a variant without 
extensive road changes. Note, the experiment is 
done with the original villa. If the villa was re-de-
signed with larger windows in south and smaller 
in north, the result would become even better. 

EVALUATION MATRIX
5 MWh in 50 years (1kWh/m2a) 
5 ton CO2 in 50 years (1kg/m2a)
7000 SEK in 50 years

Note that this is the result of one house. Adding 
all 13 houses, the CO2 saving would be 65 tons.

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES
In the new proposal, eight of the thirteen houses 
have been rotatated, creating new architectural 
qualities. The entrance driveway of each house 
have been kept in the same place for fair com-
parison,	in	case	the	site	is	not	flexible	in	reality.	
All entrances are within 15m from main road, all 
have a driveway for easy access, and all can be 
seen from the road, same as before.

Not all terraces are now directly towards a pri-
vate side, but instead, some entrace patios are. 
The best part is that all terraces, some more 
than other, are facing the southern sun. Four of 
them was previously facing the northern cold! 
A warmer terrace is more often used. Nature 
views, both outside and inside, are kept, but in 
some cases, the best views might now be from 
the bedroom rather than the living room.

There is a new spatial variation between the vil-
las. The orientation is more diverse and unique, 
which avoids boring repetition of practial entran-
ces facing the street. There are now all types of 
facades visible for the visitor on the street. 

N

ORIENTATION OVERVIEW ORIGINAL VS NEW

2. VOLUME EXPERIMENTS
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Solar gains
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Semi-effective
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Original site drawing by Brunnberg Forshed
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ENERGY 
DEMAND

GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL (GWP)

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

-1 kg CO2
100 kg/year
5 ton/50yrs

- 7€/m2

-7 000SEK/50yrs
- Unnoticable 

change

-1 kWh
-100 kWh/year
-5 MWh/50yrs

Life cycle costs

Investment costs Energy costs Maintenance & Replacement Repair CO₂ Cost

3,468.41

283.64

518.95

2,743.94

7,015
€/m2

GFA
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WEST
Eight out of 13 villas are oriented more to the west and was 
therefore chosen as the original orientation in the experi-
ment. The direction is measured from the facade with most 
windows. The idea is to experiment with solar gains.  

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITES
The west side of buildings are normally the warmest, be-
cause the house have been warmed up during the day and 
when afternoon sun comes, the heat peaks. This someti-
mes causes heat problems, but could also be pleasurable 
to still have the sun on your terrace after work.

SOUTH-EAST
Five villas are originally oriented to the south/south-east, 
which seem to be the most effective orientation according 
to the results below. There is more solar gains and less heat 
losses during morning and midday, which helps to heat up 
the house. However, the result showed smaller difference 
than imagined. The oprientation principle worked, but to op-
timize it, more window area could be added to the southern 
facade to increase solar gains further. 

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITES
More than the indoor cliamte, the location of entrances 
must be looked into, as well as the space between the villas.

WEST VS SOUTH-EAST

1 kg 
becomes 
5 tons!

1 kWh 
becomes 
5 MWh!
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ENERGY 
DEMAND

GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL (GWP)

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

-5 kg CO2
500 kg/year
25 ton/50yrs

INTRODUCTION
The roof is one of the largest building elements and has 
immense impact on cost and climate footprint. In this case, 
the	roof	ratio	is	high	compared	to	functional	floor	area.	The	
main	 issue	 is	 the	 intermediate	 floor	which	 has	 high	 cost	
compared to its use. Taking it away without changing the 
pitched roof, would lead to high ceiling height inside and 
much	larger	demand	for	heating.	Thus	the	idea	of	a	flat	roof	
experiment. In the experiment, the roof construction mate-
rials are the same. To simplify: 140mm CLT, 270mm cellu-
lose	 insulation	 (λ	0,04)	and	 rheinzink	 roofing.	The	pitched	
roof	is	115	m2.	The	intermediate	floor	is	an	unheated	attic	
space for storage, accessable only by a foldable stair inside. 

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITES
The pitched roof is practical in terms of water protection 
and makes the villa volume more generous in scale. The 
roof materials are visible which adds to the spatial expe-
rience. Still, the attic space is not functional and its ceiling 
is	too	low	to	ever	become	an	extra	floor	in	the	future.	That	
motivates an experiment of reducing materials. 

REFLECTIONS
The	flat	roof	displays	an	alternative	of	maximized	reduction,	
down to 100m2 roof area, thus saving 15m2 (15%). On top 
of	that,	a	total	reduction	of	the	intermediate	floor.	This	sa-
ves about 340 000 SEK in investment cost, plus 150 000 in 
energy and maintainance the next 50 years according to 
LCC. This allows for new priorities and investments in ar-
chitectural solutions that would add more value than the 
pitched roof and attic space. It will also be possible to invest 
in more climate friendly materials in places like foundation 
and windows. 

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITES
The space inside is unchanged since ceiling height is still 
2.6m. The space outside between the houses changes 
when the scale is lowered. Less roof variation will be ex-
perienced, because the roof material is not visible anymo-
re. Regarding materiality, it makes no sense to hide quality 
materials like zink and brick. A small angle is to consider for 
the	final	proposal.	The	proportions	could	work.	The	volume	
relfects	the	floor	area	inside,	compared	to	the	original	that	
appears larger than it is.

- 486€/m2

-486 000SEK/50yrs
- 9720 SEK/year 
- 810 SEK/month

PITCHED VS FLAT

-9 kWh
-900 kWh/year
-45 MWh/50yrs

Saves 
14% CO2!

Saves 
500 000 

SEK!

5756
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ENERGY 
DEMAND

GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL (GWP)

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

-4 kg CO2
400 kg/year
20 ton/50yrs

- 306€/m2

-306 000SEK/50yrs
- 6120 SEK/year 
- 510 SEK/month

-4 kWh
-400 kWh/year
-20 MWh/50yrs

EXPERIMENT DATA
Total climate shell (ex. roof extensions) 451m2 + 11m2

Floor area, heated space, 84m2  +- 0
Ceiling height 2.6m-3,5m.     + 0-0,9m
Attic space, unheated, 100m2 pitched ceiling
Windows to heated space, 34m2  + 4m2

Storage integrated, 10m2   + 4m2

Entrance, closed airlock with windows, 9m2     NEW
Terrace on two sides, 62m2   + 32m2

Roof over heated space, shed type, 100m2  - 15m2

Roof over unheated space 50m2   + 30m2

REFLECTIONS
The higher ceiling increased energy demand by 6kWh com-
pared	to	a	flat	roof;	quite	a	large	impact	while	"only"	gaining	
20cm ceiling height. But, having reduced the intermediate 
floor,	the	total	demand	is	still	4kWh	lower	than	the	original.	
The new volume saves 300 000 SEK in investment cost, 40 
000 SEK in energy, 15 000 SEK in maintainance and 50 000 
in repair over 50 years time. 

EXPERIMENT DATA
Total climate shell (incl patio & storage),  440m2

Floor area, heated space,    84m2

Ceiling height     2.6m
Attic space, unheated, pitched ceiling,  100m2 
Windows to heated space,    30m2

Storage separated outside (add in plan),  6m2

Entrance patio, open and unheated   12m2

Terrace on one side,    30m2

Roof over heated space, pitched type,  115m2

Roof over unheated space    20m2

INTRODUCTION
The plan and volume are connected and must both be re-
designed.	Note	that	floor	area	is	the	same,	but	other	areas	
and spaces have been extended or reduced. Further, for fair 
comparison, all material types are unchanged. E.g same 
rheinzink roof and concrete foundation. The idea is to im-
prove space and shape while still lowering cost and climate 
footprint. 

Same 
materials, 
new shape!

ORIGINAL PLAN
DRAWING BY BRUNNBERG & FORSHED ORIGINAL VOLUMENEW PLAN

DRAWING BY AUTHOR NEW VOLUME

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES
Unlimited plan variations can be made within the 84m2 limitation. 
The new design ressembles the old, trying to keep and improve the 
original ideas of circulation, views and general rooms. The circula-
tion is around a core of bathroom, storage and kitchen. As said by 
Femenias: "the ultimate flexible floor plan is one having a core of 
kitchen and bathroom, and on top of that, lightweight walls that 
are easy to move" (2019, p.147).

Bathroom has gotten a skylight for natural daylight. The kitchen 
is similar size as the original (1m less, still above recommended 
size), with more daylight and views to the terrace and nature while 
cooking. There are now two general rooms of 13m2 with possibility 
for double beds. The open living room has generously 38m2 and 
a ceiling height from 2.6-3.5m, with more possibilities to furnish. 
The window sills are lifted to 900mm to simplify furnishing further.

There are larger windows to the south for solar gains, while redu-
cing windows to the north to avoid heat loss. The large window in 
the living room frames the outside view and is designed to have an 
external vertical screen shading. The windows toward the terrace 
extends	down	to	the	floor,	 to	create	connection	with	the	outside,	
and thus make the space feel more generous. They are shaded by 
the new extended roof.

Having to reduce materials to optimize cost and climate footprint, 
called for a new roof solution. The new shape gets quite new pro-
portions and spaces. Instead of a classic barn-shape villa, the two 
shifted volumes with single roof angles appears more "functiona-
listic" and perhaps minimalistic with fewer but larger windows and 
higher	ceiling.	The	 two	volumes	 reflects	 the	program	 inside.	The	
roof angles are 3/5 degrees, creating variation in spatial experience. 
The roof material can be seen from both long sides. The shifted 
volumes create natural spaces for entrances, and by extending the 
lower part of the roofs, the entrances will receive rain protection 
and	sun	shading	and	become	more	defined,	safe	and	welcoming.

The new plan might seem larger, which is desired, but the heated 
space is the same. The old external storage is integrated into the 
villa, to save facadematerial and help insulate the exterior wall. It is 
doubled in volume (important since the attic storage is removed). 
The cold storage can be used for food, clothes, bikes etc. The en-
trance patio becomes a closed airlock; a space that keeps heated 
air inside when entering the house. Being 9m2, the space can be 
used as a hangout space as well as a dirty zone before entering the 
indoor hallway. The terrace is now on both south and west side and 
is doubled in size, which makes it more useful throughout the day 
and different weathers. The terrace is semi-private and an impor-
tant transition between the public and private. 

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES 
The original plan has three sections with six equal room divisions, 
perhaps to simplyfy construction modules in transport and assem-
bly. Main ideas seem to be circulation, axiality and general rooms. 
They have gone to great lengths to accomplish circulation and 
walkability, to make the space feel larger. You walk accross and 
around the open kitchen core, but to do so, you must pass private 
bedrooms and an extra passage by the bathroom has to be added 
(not very space effective). Having to pass other rooms, which most 
likely will be bedrooms, will at times disturb privacy. A door between 
parent and child bedroom is practical, but other than that it is a 
questionable circulation.

The kitchen is generous in space and size, but in spite of the trans-
parent window bay, the kitchen core is quite dark. The window 
bay extension feels squized in and could have been larger, but it 
gives generous daylight and views in several directions. Regarding 
windows, there are often two in each room with well-planned axis 
views. The window height is 700mm, which works for most dining 
tables, but not so well in other rooms, e.g for work stations, beds or 
sofas. It makes it harder to furnish practically.

The two larger rooms of 16m2 are symmetric and general but does 
not fully work. The sizes are not optimized for its function. It is true 
that they are general and functions can be switched over time, but 
at what cost? They are generally too small for a living room and 
unneccessarily large for a bedroom. Also, one of them has a walk 
in closet, making it more suitable for a bedroom and therefore less 
general. To make it general the storage should be split in two. There 
are few walls to furnish with a couch or TV without blocking doors 
or windows. The functionality of a room is not just about the area, 
but the room proportions. One could argue that the dining room of 
10m2 has to be included in the living room area, but it is a separa-
te	room,	which	of	course,	some	might	appreciate.	Having	specific	
rooms	compared	to	larger	general	rooms,	both	have	their	benefits,	
but in a small villa like this, at least one large and generous room 
should be considered, as more time is spent in the living room than 
the bedroom. This is why the two equal rooms can be questioned.

The smaller room is 9m2 and it has no built in storage, which is 
unpractical. The bed can more or less only be in one good place. 
The	extra	entrance	patio	feels	randomly	placed	and	does	not	fit	the	
otherwise strict symmetry. There is no roof over the terrace,  due to 
aesthetic preferences of some, but it makes the terrace less useful. 
The average ceiling height of 2.6m is above average. The materi-
ality	 is	of	high	quality,	with	visible	painted	CLT	walls,	floor	clinker,	
kitchen bench and window sill made of stone and so on. 
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UPPSTOLPAD ALTAN OCH IBLAND MED
STENBELAGD UTEPLATS PÅ MARK. FÖR
REDOVISNING AV RESP. HUS FÖRUTSÄTTNINGAR
SE RITNING A-01.1-1 SITUATIONSPLAN
ILLUSTRATION OCH PLANER 1:50, RITNING A-
40.1-11 t o m A-40.1-22.

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 5
Meter 1:50

PRINCIP TVÄRSEKTION S1-S1

PRINCIP LÄNGDSEKTION S2-S2

CM

1:50 1:100
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CONCRETE FOUNDATION

INTRODUCTION TO CONCRETE
The orignal villa has a swedish standard foundation; a 
concrete slab on the ground. It is made up of 150mm 
concrete slab, a surrounding concrete plinth in various 
thicknesses, 200 EPS,- and 100 XPS insulation. These 
kind of foundations happen by routine and is rarely 
questioned, which is why it is intentionally challenged 
in this thesis. Concrete is loadbearing, cheap and quite 
easy	to	make.	Therfore	very	popular.	 It	 is	not	flexible	
to change or easy to reuse, and most importantly, it 
is a main cause for high CO2 emissions in buildings. 
Finding alternatives to concrete is therefore essential 
for the goal to lower climate footprint. 

To make up for the uneven terrain on site, some 
foundations have more insulation and larger con-
crete plinths. That means increased CO2. There are 
extra reinforcements around the edges and in the 
middle, which increases the amount of armory [and 
CO2]. Around the plinth, there is only one layer of 100 
XPS-insulation. Less insulation means higher thermal 
bridges [heat loss]. The foundation of entrance patios 
and storage are also made of concrete, but does not 
include heat losses, since it is unheated space. 

Both cost and CO2 levels of concrete can be very dif-
ferent on the market. It depends on quality, character, 
load-bearing capacity and even weather and geograp-
hy - and where the data is collected from! Options of 
greener concrete to reduce CO2 exist, but it normally 
has longer drying times. In some cases, to hurry up 
the drying process, workers might add more plastic 
on top, or even cement and armory within, to keep it 
from cracking, and they thereby counteract the lower 
emissions (N. Holmquist, personal communication, 
2021 April 12).

EXPERIMENT DATA
The concrete used in the model is from Ökobaudat 
(2016) and is called "Beton der Druckfestigkeitsklasse 
C 25/30" with 2% reinforced iron. 1m3 concrete has 
211 GWP during the production phase (A1-A3). EPS 
insulation has 75 GWP/m3 . Both high CO2 values. 

The LCA in CAALA reads the load-bearing structure 
[e.g. foundation] as a permanent element that will 
never be replaced, because replacing the foundation 
likely means the end of the building. Concrete is du-
rable but CO2 costly. The plastic foam insulation (EPS 
and XPS) on the other hand, will get worse in insula-
tion performance over time, yet still never be changed. 
According to Choi et. al., (2017), the EPS will become 
40%	worse	after	13	years,	which	is	very	significant.	In	
another study from Germany about water in EPS (Pfe-
ifer	2013),	 the	author	confirms	 that	EPS	can	absorb	
up to 10 times its normal water levels, from about 1% 
up to 10%. Similar values was seen for XPS. Water 
channels heat, which effects insulation performance. 
These aspects of reality are seldom talked about and 
rarely included in LCAs. The building sector trusts the 
material because it is standard and videly used. A life-
cycle experiment ressembling this reality is therefore 
done in this thesis. 

The price of concrete foundations vary alot on the 
market. In this case study, the price estimation is 
930SEK/m2, which seem rather cheap. Insulation is 
normally about 30-40% of the price (Wikells Sections-
data, 2021). Interesting note is that plastic insulation 
such as EPS was doubled in price from april 2021, due 
to lack of the raw material styropor. From that point of 
view, the experiment would look different even from 
next year (C. Lindström, personal communication, 
2021 Feb 18). Prices go up and down.

3. MATERIAL EXPERIMENTS

FOAMGLAS FOUNDATION

INTRODUCTION TO KOLJERN
Koljern ® is a prefabricated building element 
made by FOAMGLAS ®. A koljern ® element 
normally consists of FOAMGLAS ® T3+ 
208mm and 1,5mm galvanized metal frames 
to keep it together. This relatively new product 
did not exist in the database, however FOAM-
GLAS T3+ did and was chosen due to similar 
properties and same producer. The CO2 data is 
1,26 GWP/kg in production phase, A1-A3 (Öko-
baudat 2016), and U-value 0.036. Concrete and 
Koljern values are compared in the experiment 
on the next page. The cost is given by producers 
of Koljern; about 2000-2500 SEK/m2 (N.Holm-
quist, personal communication, 4 April 2021). 
Moreover, foamglas consists of 60% recycled 
glass (mostly from cars), which could easily be 
recycled or reused again. Compared to concre-
te, Koljern also has no drying time and comes as 
prefabricated elements, but that aspect is also 
difficult	to	account	for	in	the	model.	

Koljern-elements are both load-bearing and 
insulating,	 making	 total	 thickness	 of	 the	 floor	
only half that of concrete. That means saving 
floor	height,	or	in	this	case,	getting	more	ceiling	
height. In larger buildings that would be even 
more valuable, as gaining space and perhaps 
even	an	extra	floor	would	yield	higher	 income.	
It also means that thermal bridges in the area 
where wall meets ground will be less than con-
crete, because the whole thickness of the Kol-
jern element is insulation, compared to the 50-
100mm XPS around the concrete. Foamglas is 
further said to keep its insulation abilities better 
than EPS over time, as plastic will react to moist 

and glass will not. Therefore, in the model com-
parison the thermal bridge value was manually 
improved for Koljern, from 0,05 to 0,035 W/m2K 
in order to simulate a better insulation. 

Koljern can be used in the whole climate shell, 
such	as	foundation,	intermediate	floor,	wall	and	
roof, but the largest savings can be made in 
foundation	and	 sometimes	 roof,	 especially	 flat	
roofs with terrace or grass, because of load-bea-
ring and water proof properties. In this compari-
son, Koljern is only investigated as a foundation. 

The result show that foamglass had better 
values in both energy demand and CO2 emis-
sions, but was more expensive initially, but will 
slightly even out during the buildings lifetime, 
which is discussed later. This off course de-
pends largely on the price of concrete founda-
tion for each project and location, how prices of 
EPS plastic insulation will develop in the future 
and many more aspects. 

Koljern is for example used in the fossile-free 
preschool Hoppet in Gothenburg (Hall et el. 
2019) which helped reduce 50% of CO2 in their 
foundation compared to environmental concre-
te (Koljern, 2021). 

EVALUATION MATRIX
- 11,5 MWh in 50 years (2,3 kWh/m2a)
- 26 ton CO2 in 50 years (5,2kg/m2a)
+114 000 SEK in 50 years (2280SEK/a)

Case study Entrance patio
Photo Author

Foundation Koljern element
Photo Koljern Nordic (2020)
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150 CONCRETE/ 2% ARMORY 
300 INSULATION (Λ 0,04)

A1-A3 (PRODUCTION)= 125 kg co2/m2

C3+C4 (END OF LIFE)= 40 kg co2/m2

3,2 kg co2/m2a

Original
values

GWP IN ONLY THE FOUNDATION ELEMENT

INTRODUCTION
There are two comparisons between concrete and 
foamglas foundations, to prove a point about the 
importance of correct data, for concrete in this case. 
Both concrete versions exist on the original building. 
The amount of concrete and insulation depends on 
ground	 levels	 and	 how	much	 has	 to	 be	 filled	 out.	
There is therefore not only one original drawing in 
reality, but several. 

The	first	comparison	does	not	include	the	concrete	
plinth and its insulation, but the second version does. 
The comparison shows the difference between in-
cluding the plinth or not. The interesting thing is that 
the plinth contains as much concrete as the entire 
slab, and contains extra armory. Thus the concrete 
and armory is doubled! The insulation increased as 
well. On top of that, the second version calculates a 
worse u-value (0,06) for the EPS & XPS insulation, 
due to their likely loss of insulation performance 
over time. The foamglas foundation is same in both 
comparisons. The second comparison is the more 
realistic	one,	yet	the	first	comparison	is	more	com-
monly	seen.	See	discussion	for	further	clarifications.	

Savings
m2/year

Savings
50 year

Savings
SEK/year

CONCRETE VS FOAMGLAS
PART 1

CONCRETE VS FOAMGLAS
PART 2

CONCRETE VERSION 1 CONCRETE VERSION 2
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+0,37%

+5,5%

+-0

 +10 ton

- 2,3 
kWh

- 5,2 
kWh

+ 2280 
SEK

+ 2280 
SEK

- 2,1 
kWh

- 3,2 
kWh

-11,5 
MWh

-26 ton

+114 000 
SEK

+114 000 
SEK

 -10,5 
MWh

 -16 ton

300 FOAMGLAS T3+ (Λ 0,04)
=KOLJERN ELEMENT

A1-A3= 59 kg co2/m2

C3+C4= 2 kg co2/m2

300 FOAMGLAS T3+ (Λ 0,04)
=KOLJERN ELEMENT

A1-A3= 59 kg co2/m2

C3+C4= 2 kg co2/m2

300 CONCRETE/ 4% ARMORY
400 INSULATION (Λ 0,06)

A1-A3 (PRODUCTION) = 210 kg co2/m2

C3+C4 (END OF LIFE) = 50 kg co2/m2

(930 SEK/M2)(930 SEK/M2)

Drawing by Brunnberg Forshed Detail drawing by Koljern (H.Elias-
son, personal communication, 11 
March, 2021)

1,2 kg co2/m2a 1,2 kg co2/m2a5,2 kg co2/m2a

60% 
worse than 
concrete 

version 1! 

ca 4 TIMES 
less CO2 than 

concrete!

WINNER

1 2

(2000 SEK/M2)(2000 SEK/M2)

This version displays reality best and has largest 
savings of energy and CO2. The extra cost can be 
paid	by	e.g.	removing	the	intermediate	floor.	
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CORRECT DATA 
It is helpful that CAALA software has a broader 
approach to avoid getting stuck in details and 
maintaining	an	effective	workflow,	as	details	are	
not always known in project beginnings. Neverth-
eless, it is of importance to realize that in profes-
sional settings it is all about the detailed data and 
correct detailed drawings. Using generalizations 
are quicker but offers misleading results, both for 
cost and climate. In reality, according to N.Holm-
quist (personal communication, 4 April 2021), 
discussions can be about bizarre things like 
which type of glue to use in a certain scenario, as 
a detail like that can have an impact on both cost 
and climate in the end. 

CLEAN ENERGY
The cleaner and more renewable energy used 
in a building, the less some materials matter. At 
least in theory. If the energy is clean, the high en-
ergy demand will not matter as much. What is 
the point of investing in insulation to lower ener-
gy demand, if the energy has almost no cost or 
climate impact? However, if clean, it still has to 
be available and we are still increasing our energy 
consumption. 

EMBODIED ENERGY
Morover, if the energy demand and CO2 intensity/
kWh is low during the use phase, the embodied 
energy in materials would become a larger per-
centage of the total GWP. In this way, one could 
argue that production of certain elements, such 
as loadbearing foundation, then holds a larger im-
pact	on	total	GWP.	Anyhow,	finding	substitutes	to	
concrete, steel, gypsum, mineral wool, and other 
Swedish standards are crucial for sustainable de-
velopment of the building industry.

NORMAL CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS
Normal villa foundations in concrete have a total 
of ca 200 GWP/m2 in production phase (A1-A3) 
in Sweden (N.Holmquist, personal communica-
tion, 12 April 2021). This number is calculated by 
a multiplication of the material mass and their 
GWP-value. For example, in CAALA database 
called Ökobaudat, concrete has 211 kgCO2/m3 
material, armory/concrete reinforcement has 
0,75kg/kg material, steel 2,5kg/kg and EPS insu-
lation 75kg/m3. Note that some are measured in 
kg and some in m3, so the manual calculation for 
them is different. This is where the detailed data 
becomes important, as armory has high CO2 

impact, the diameter of the metal is crucial to 
know and can often be found in the construc-
tion drawings. 8mm instead of 6mm diameter 
would actually double the mass and the GWP 
result for that material. On top of that, the buil-
ders do not always follow the original drawings. 
For example, if builders are in a hurry during 
construction and want the concrete slab to 
dry faster, it is possible to increase the cement 
amount. However, when doing that, they must 
also increase the armory, to compensate for the 
risk of cracks in the concrete. This reality off ad-
ding more cement and armory, would drastical-
ly increase the CO2 emissions. 

THE PLINTH
Another important factor when making the ex-
periment in CAALA is to not forget the loadbe-
aring concrete plinth around the edges. In this 
case study, they look different due to the ter-
rain. Sometimes more concrete and insulation 
is	needed	 to	fill	out	uneven	ground.	A	plinth	of	
500mmx500mm buried below ground would, 
perhaps surprisingly, be the same volume 
amount	as	the	whole	flat	concrete	slab	(100m2	
of 150mm thick concrete). Therefore two experi-
ments on concrete were done, one with 150mm 
of concrete and another with 300mm. On top of 
that, there is thicker armory in the loadbearing 
plinth than in the slab, which must be conside-
red. That is why extra armory was added in the 
experiment.

THE COMPARISON
Moreover, there is also XPS insulation to be 
added on the sides of the foundation, not just 
below it. The original CAALA model used, this 
was not taken into account to prove a point but 
is shown through one of the foundation expe-
riments. 150mm concrete, 300mm insulation 
and 2% armory was used originally, giving a 
GWP of 120 kg CO2/m2 (only A1-A3 Produc-
tion). By adding the concrete socket and more 
armory as discussed, the material layers in CAA-
LA calculates +150mm concrete, +100mm in-
sulation + 2% armory, and will then arrive closer 
to reality, at 210 kg CO2/m2 (A1-A3 Production). 
Comparing this result to a Koljern foundation 
(Foamglas T3+) of 59 kg CO2/m2, one might 
save 50% of CO2 on the “kind” experiment, and 
70% on the one closer to reality (still A1-A3). If 
adding the “end-of-life” (C3+C4) phase in the life-
cycle, Koljern comes out as a winner even more, 

as the CO2 cost of recycling Koljern is close to 0 
GWP, compared to the concrete foundation with 
an additional 50 GWP. (Koljern-elements might 
even be reused as it is, even efter 50 years, and 
thus has no cost at all the second time around). 
Koljern has then 78% less CO2 than concrete 
(59kg/260kg=0,22-1=0,78, for production and 
end-of-life phase). If this result is seen in light of 
the whole building and its 50 year lifespan, the 
results show that Koljern will reduce the total 
CO2 by 12 %. This is because total GWP is divi-
ded in two main parts; embodied energy in ma-
terials (40% of total GWP) and energy use (60% 
of total GWP). Since the concrete foundation is 
“only” 30% of the total material GWP, the impact 
of changing from concrete to Koljern will display 
a smaller percentage of the total GWP. 

GROUND INSULATION OVER TIME
Now to the use phase (B4 Replacement + B6 
Energy demand). The next important discussion 
is how the cell plastic insulation (EPS and XPS) 
will keep its thermal and insulating capabilities 
over time, which affects both energy use during 
the building’s lifetime, as well as the possibi-
lity to reuse the material in the end-of-life. The 
lambda value often used for foam insulations is 
0,036- 0,04 (W/mK). The same goes for Koljern. 
Research shows (Pfeifer 2013) that EPS and si-
milar foam materials will absorb moist from the 
ground over time. Moisture contributes to lower 
performance in all foam materials, resulting in 
both deformations and less insulation capabili-
ties. Another study of EPS in a window in south 
Korea shows a loss of performance standards 
after about 80–150 days from its production 
date and after about 5000 days (13 years), its 
thermal resistance decreased by 25.7% to 42.7% 
in comparison with the initial thermal resistance 
(Choi et. al. 2017). One could also argue that a 
foundation has more moist than a window, sin-
ce there is no air to dry it out. 

That said, more research must be done in the 
field,	both	in	lab	and	in	reality,	as	to	how	much	
the foam is affected, but the point is that EPS 
becomes worse over time, while Koljern will not 
(partly since it is completely inorganic). There-
fore, to make a more fair comparison in CAALA, 
the average insulation of EPS could be changed 
from lambda "0.04 to 0.07". By that, Koljern will 
lower the energy demand, and therefore both 
CO2 emissions and economic costs. Since the 

energy price in Sweden is so low, the result in li-
fecycle cost is smaller than it would be in other 
parts of Europe. Still, it is possible to argue that 
the higher investment cost of koljern compared 
to concrete, will even out as time goes by. Just 
how much, will depend on how long the building 
will last and the initial difference in building cost.

THERMAL BRIDGES
The koljern foundation, being both load bearing 
and insulating, reduces thermal bridges where 
the ground meets the exterior wall. A concre-
te foundation only has one 50mm layer of XPS 
around the load bearing socket, while Koljern has 
300mm insulation everywhere. This is display-
ed in the original CAALA model by lowering the 
thermal bridges from “enhanced 0,05 W/m2K” to 
“detailed “0,035 W/m2K”. This change affects the 
total u-value of the house, from 0.22 W/(m2K) to 
0.21 W/(m2K). 

MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVES
A main issue is that individuals will not think long-
term perspective on their house like a building 
manager who will own and rent it out over a long 
time. An individual will think “I will not live here for 
so long that I will have to think about the end-of-li-
fe cost”. The initial prices tag is more important to 
them. While the building manager wants as low 
maintenance and durability as possible. 

OTHER COST ASPECTS
Risk can also be a cost. Regarding a foundation, 
EPS	is	not	fire	proof	and	holds	a	risk	of	burning.	
If the misfortune against most odds happens, it 
is fatal. 

The drying time of concrete could be a cost, but 
not necessarily. If the waiting is planned, then it 
doesn’t really cost the builders anything extra. 

Speculating about the future, there might also 
be an economic cost or environmental taxations 
on for example CO2 emissions. In that case, LCA 
and LCC will have an even closer relation, where 
materials like Koljern, in spite of its higher invest-
ment price, will be cheaper than materials with 
high CO2. It is possible to add this reality to CAA-
LA, but it is not done in this case study since it 
doesn’t exist in Sweden today. 

SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
CONCRETE VS KOLJERN

SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
CONCRETE VS KOLJERN
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CONCRETE SLAB PUNCTUAL CLT
2. Overview

2.1. Primary energy demand

63
kWh/(m a)2

AN

Current variant Performance treshold KfW 55 KfW 40

0 50 100 150 200 250

2.2. Life Cycle Assessment

Primary energy non renewable (PENRT)

40 76 112

A1-A3 Production
B4 Replacement
B6 Energy demand in use phase
C3+C4 End-of-life

0.05

83.81

6.27

52.99

143
kWh/(m a)2

NFA

Global warming potential (GWP)

9.4 17.0 24.6

B4 Replacement
B6 Energy demand in use phase
C3+C4 End-of-life
A1-A3 Production

-2.37
14.32

22.45

1.64

36
kg CO₂-eq/ m²a
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Life cycle costs

Investment costs Energy costs Maintenance & Replacement Repair CO₂ Cost

3,468.41

283.64

518.95

2,743.94

7,015
€/m2

GFA
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PRIMARY 
ENERGY 
DEMAND

GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL (GWP)

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

+1 kWh
+100 kWh/year

+5 MWh/50years

-2 kg CO2
200 kg/year
10 ton/50yrs

+ 47€/m2

+ 940 SEK/year

(+ 47 000 SEK 
in 50 years)

INTRODUCTION
This comparison was made because a slab foundation on 
the ground (930SEK/m2) might not be the best solution 
when the site has large amount of wetlands and level dif-
ferences. The punctual foundation could be a good alter-
native. 

In the experiment it is needed to say that the comparison of 
material is not complete in itself. The construction chang-
es and so does the ground work. The foundation price in 
the model only calculates material price and so the price 
for ground work must be reduced from the land price. For 
example, a punctual foundation does not need digging for 
drainage, gravel to even the ground, removing of rocks, nor 
transport of the digged up soil. 50 000 SEK was reduced 
from the land price in both punctual scenarios as a sym-
bolic estimation. The concrete pillars diameter is 30cm, 
1m high and 10pc. Another interesting experiment would 
be to compare with the same material thickness, or same 
u-values. Now it is three more distinct solutions. 

DATA
20mm stone clinker
20mm	wooden	floor
440 beams 600cc/370 cellulose insulation
140mm CLT
Total 600mm thick
U-value 0,065
1820 SEK/m2

REFLECTIONS
The concrete slab is cheaper than CLT and thus the punctu-
al foundation becomes more expensive in this case, in spite 
of the small ground work reduction. The energy demand is 
higher, most likely because the foundation is now towards 
the open air instead of the ground. In reality, if the experie-
ment were to include that the EPS insulation in the concrete 
foundation becomes worse over time and is never chang-
ed, then the result would look in favor for the punctual CLT. 
The CO2 is lower, since it is wood instead of concrete, but 
not much lower, since energy demand is higher.

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIY
The quality of a punctual foundation is how it is placed 
more naturally in the terrain, which keeps the original beau-
ty of the site and avoids introduing ecological systems. The 
space below the house, depending on how tall the pillars 
are, can be a functional space as well for play or storage, as 
long	as	it	is	not	completely	filled	out.	The	space	also	needs	
to air out to avoid moist in the construction. 

PUNCTUAL WOOD REFERENCES

+2 kWh
+200 kWh/year
+10 MWh/50yrs

-2 kg CO2
200 kg/year
10 ton/50yrs

DATA
20mm stone clinker
15mm OSB
440 beams 600cc/370 cellulose insulation
10mm	fibercementboard
Total 460mm thick
U-value 0,077
1000 SEK/m2

REFLECTIONS
More insulation than 370 did not help the punctual founda-
tion. It was the balance point between material and energy.
This is the cheapest solution and is not as thick as the CLT 
version. The energy is 1kWh worse, because CLT is more 
airtight and contributes to a better u-value. A positive side to 
punctual foundations is the ability to check the foundation 
and make repairs and improvements. That is not possible 
with a slab on ground. The CLT seem to have the same 
GWP, but different divisions. The CLT has less CO2 in pro-
duction, but more in waste disposal. 

- 51€/m2

- 1020 SEK/year

(-51 000 SEK 
in 50 years)

+
Figure 12. Plattbjälklag av 
KL-trä (Träguiden 2020) 

Reference photos of punctual wooden foundation in CLT in Austria.
(W. Unterrainer, personal communication, 10 March 2021)

Figure 11. 
Öppen plintgrund 
(Träguiden 2020). 

Figure 10. Platta på 
mark, principlösning 
(Träguiden 2014). 
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WINDOW TYPE

INTRODUCTION
Windows are important architectural elements, 
both regarding spatial experience and technical 
performance, and should therefore be chosen 
and placed with care. In this original case stu-
dy, windows holds 10-15% of embodied energy 
(CO2 in material), mostly due to aluminium and 
glass. The u-value of windows are normally 10 
times worse than an exterior wall, which means 
they are also key to lower energy demand, and 
thus minimize both CO2 emissions and costs for 
each kWh saved during the whole lifespan.

The original windows are rather small and have 
glass surfaces divided by frames and bars for 
desired esthetics, but this increases thermal 
bridges and heat loss, as the u-value of frames 
are always higher than the u-value of glass, for 
example frame 1 W/m2K compared to glass 0,9 
W/m2K. The frame/glass ratio can be optimized 
by making larger windows. The bars also make 
the window more expensive.

Note that window sizes have boundaries. Ro-
tating windows in this case, have a maximum 
width of 2388mm and max height of 1788mm. 
Width plus height also cannot exceed 3400mm 
and frame weight is max 80kg. Fixed windows 
don’t have the same limitations. 

When windows are acquired for larger project 
the prices are discounted due to the volume 
purchased. It is not comparable with prices on 
the public market. The prices are in constant 
change and these are from 2019.

ORIGINAL DATA
90 000 sek ex Vat/ villa
16 windows with aluminium frame and wooden 
cores, side hinged, open inwards, u-value =0,9 
Glass-dividing window bars
Ca 30m2 window area and ca 3000 sek/m2.
2+1 glas with integrated venetian blinds

EXPERIMENT DATA
A comparison was made between different 
window	 types	 to	 find	 most	 balanced	 option.	
The experiment is about the product, not their 
sizes and placements. The original windows 
were compared to 3-glass windows made of 
wood and PVC with different opening functions, 
investment	costs	and	same	u-values.	 (Specific	
information is seen on the experiment page.)

The glass-diving bars on the original windows 
were taken away, because without them, the 
thermal bridge setting can be changed from ”ge-
neral 0,05 W/(m2K) to detailed 0,035 W/(m2K)” 
and	improve	insulation	on	all.	Moreover,	the	fixed	
window was given a lower u-value of 0,8 since 
it will insulate better when it cannot be opened. 
In terms of other qualites they are of the same 
standard and brand. A ten year guarantee app-
lies to all window options. The lifespan should 
be the same if product is taken care of. 

RESULT 
”Total building savings, not just the windows”
Wood,	50%	rotate/50%	fixed	(1680sek/m2)
Energy:  - 5,2% =3,2kWh/m2a (16 MWh/50a)
CO2:  - 5,9% =2,2kgCO2/m2a (11ton/50a)
Cost:  - 1,3% =64€/m2a (64 000 SEK/50a)

WINDOW SUMMARY
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FÖRFRÅGNINGSUNDERLAG

SKALA (A1)

DATUM

NUMMER

ANSVARIG

UPPDRAG NR RITAD/KONSTR AV HANDLÄGGARE

BETA3

VIHE 0001

ANDREAS SVENSSON

C. MALMQUIST

L

KE GRUPPEN AB
YNGLINGAGATAN 16,  113 47 STOCKHOLM

FAX 08 - 617 61 01KUNGSHOLMS STRAND 135,  112 48 STOCKHOLM

V
E

A
K

TEL 08 - 617 61 00BRUNNBERG & FORSHED ARKITEKTKONTOR AB

KÄLLSPRÅNGSVÄGEN

ÄNDRINGEN AVSER SIGNDATUMBET ANT

2018-04-13

TEL 010-482 89 50

INCOORD INSTALLATIONSCOORDINATOR AB
BOX 512, GOLFVÄGEN 4B,  182 15 DANDERYD

TEL 08-622 20 00

PROJEKTEL AB
BOX 515,  182 15 DANDERYD

TEL 08-562 856 00

DCL.13 ARKITEKTER OCH INGENJÖRER AB
METARGATAN 11,  116 66 STOCKHOLM

TEL 070-08 09 442

RYDBOHOLM 1:467, VISKAFORS

F601 F701 F801 F1601F1101

FD1601

F2301

57
0

570
770

16
70

1120 1570

16
70

2310

16
70

1580

23
85

670

16
70

16
70

F601

F.G.

F701 F801 F1601F1101 F2301 FD1601

Fönster, Källsprångsvägen Hus A, B, C, G, I & J
Littera

F601h

F601v

F701h

F701v

F801h

F801v

F1101

F1601

F2301

FD1601

Antal/Hus

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

Antal/Förråd

1

Antal Totalt

12

18

6

6

12

6

12

6

6

12

FÖRESKRIFTER

FÖRKLARINGAR

HÄNVISNINGAR

Samtliga mått i millimeter.
Mått är karmyttermått om ej annat anges.
Karmyttermått utgår från 15 mm drevmån
Samtliga enheter ses utifrån.
Hängning V/H avser gångjärnssidan.

F = Fönster
FD = FönsterDörr

h = Högerhängt
v = Vänsterhängt

ALLMÄNT
Samtliga enheter skall märkas med littera
enligt  ritning samt med CE-märkning + typgod-
kännande + P-märkning el motsvarande.
Distansprofiler isolerglas skall märkas med
permanent skyltning som visar glasuppbyggnad,
distanser, dimensioner, glastyp, gas samt
tillverkningsdatum.
Tillverkningsritningar och kulörprov skall
granskas av beställaren/arkitekt före
tillverkningen.

KRAV
Egenskapsklass: W4 enligt SIS-TR 13:2007 &
SS-EN 14351-1:2006 + A1:2010.
Med Lufttäthet enligt SS-EN 12207 klass 4.
Värmegenomgångstal: UW-värde: fönster 0,9
W/m²K, fönsterdörrar 1,0 W/m²K.
Övriga krav enligt tabell.

MATERIAL
Massiv Accoya.
Träkvalitet enl SS-EN 14220:206 EN 13307-1
motsvarande tidigare lägst klass B.

UTFÖRANDE
Fönster typ Wimmerby Fönstersnickerier eller
likv.
Öppningsbara fönster: kopplade bågar med 2-
glas isolerruta + enkelglas, utåtgående.
Fönsterdörrar: kopplade bågar med 2-glas
isolerruta + enkelglas, utåtgående.
Fasta, glasdelande, spröjs i ytterrutor.
Hängning: enligt uppställning.
Flerluftsfönster: fast post.
Fönsterdörrar: mötesbågar.
Karmdjup: 115 mm.
Tröskel: Enligt tillverkarens standard.
Bottenstycke: Spår för fönsterbleck.

FÖRESKRIFTER FORTS

BESLAGNING
Enligt tabell.
Gällande barnsäkerhets- och tillgänglighetskrav
enligt BBR.
Alla beslag inklusive  nödvändiga tillbehör.
Låscylindrar ingår ej.

Ytterväggssnitt, horisontella: A-42.6-2, -3
Ytterväggssnitt, vertikala:  A-42.6-4, -5, -6
Ytterväggssnitt, bostadskomplement förråd
A-42.6-7

YTBEHANDLING
Samtliga enheter täckmålas industriellt.
Kulör: invändigt NCS S 0500-N glans 40,
utvändigt NCS S 2005-Y20R.
Dold karmsida ska impregneras.
Distanslist i isolerruta: kulör vit.
Synlig karmplugg: material, kulör och yt-
behandling lika karm.

GLASNING
Glas: klart glas enligt tillverkarens standard.
Glastjocklek: dimensioneras av tillverkaren.
Fönsterdörrar ska klara personsäkerhetskrav.
Montage: enligt MTK:s föreskrifter om
isolerglas, säkerhet och personsäkerhet.
Personsäkerhet enl BBR kap 8:353 med
termiskt härdat glas, minst 600 mm över färdigt
golv.

FÖRTECKNING
Revidering
KRAV/LITTERA F601 F701 F801 F1201 F1601 F2301 FD1601
Brandklass
EW30
Barnsäkerhet X
Inbrottsskydd klass 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Beslagskombination B1 B1 B1 B1 B1 B1 B2
Övrigt

Anmärkning

Fönster, Källsprångsvägen Hus D, E, F, H, K, L & M
Littera

F601h

F601v

F701h

F701v

F801h

F801v

F1101

F1601

F2301

FD1601

Antal/Hus

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

Antal/Förråd

1

Totalt

21

14

7

7

7

14

14

7

7

14

BESLAGNING
Rev POS BESLAG TYP B1 B2

Typ av fönster F FD 
Handtag

16 Handtag utan lås Assa 83 eller likv, matt krom x x
17 Handtag med lås
18 Säkerhetsanordning (löst handtag)
19 Brandkårsnyckel

Stängningsbeslag
35 Spanjolett* x x

Uppställningsbeslag
45 Fönsterbroms* x x
46 Vädringsbeslag, barnsäkert x

Övriga beslag
65 Handtagsspärr, barnsäkert FIX 850 eller likv. x
66 Spärranordning, barnsäkert

Spanjolett* = Fönster med mötesbågar samt fönsterdörrar ska ha spanjolett med hakregel.
Fönsterbroms* = Samtliga fönsterdörrar och en fönsterbåge per rum ska förses med spanjolett med fönsterbroms.

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 5
Meter 1:50

CM

1:50 1:100

Original window drawings by Brunnberg Forshed

Figure 13. 
Vridfönster
(NorDan 2020)

Figure 14. 
Fast fönster 
(NorDan 2020)

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES
Only changing window product will have smaller archi-
tectural impacts, compared to new window placement 
and sizes seen in the volume experiments. 

Removing the window bars can create a cleaner look. 
The bars are less important for esthetics when the fa-
cade cladding already is detailed. The bars can create 
a distance to the outside, but also help make it more 
private.	The	fixed	windows	have	 less	 frame	which	 in-
creases daylight. The proportions are not changed in 
this material experiments, but there is a new variation 
between	fixed	and	rotating	windows.	Wood	has	a	more	
authentic feel compared to alu or PVC, as it is a natural 
product. 

Functionality might be the architectural value that im-
proves the most in this case. The original inward ope-
ning	fits	better	for	safety	reasons	in	taller	buildings,	but	
serves no purpose here. Opening windows outward en-
ables better use of window sill inside, for plants, lamps 
and so on. Moreover, it makes it easier to install a wider 
range of solar blinds on the inside. The original integra-
ted venetian blinds are neither very practical, pretty or 
effective. Moreover, the the 2+1 glass is often for sound 
insulation performance or integrated venetian blinds, 
both which is not needed on this nature site.

REFLECTION
It would not have been impossible to guess wood as a 
winner, compared to aluminium and PVC which both 
has higher emissions. Alu is often chosen because it 
is believed to have less maintenance and PVC seem to 
have the cheapest intial price. Wood is believed to have 
higher maintenance, but the fact is that all windows 
need maintenance no matter the material, because it 
is often the mechanical parts that needs attention af-
ter some years, such as hinges and handles. Wood just 
needs repainting, but other than that, it is a lasting ma-
terial. With all products, it also depends on quality. 

The CAALA software calculates maintenance the same 
for all, by adding a cost percentage on the investment, 
might sometimes be misleading. Perhaps a mix of 
wood inside and PVC outside would be a balanced 
option? PVC seem to be cheapest, but wood will save 
twice as much CO2, and is still much cheaper than alu-
minium, and is therefore chosen as the winner. 

ALU/WOOD, SIDE HINGED, 
OPEN INWARDS, CROSS-BARS 

(3000 SEK/M2)

WOOD, 
50% ROTATE / 50% FIXED

(1680 SEK/M2)

30% window 
discount = 
-1,3% of 
total LCC!

-6% 
of total CO2 
emissions!

Case study Dining room window bay 
Photo Author

Photo Author
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- 2,15 
kWh

- 1 
kgCO2

-840
SEK

 -10 MWh

-5 tons

-42 000 
SEK

ALU, SIDE HINGED, OPEN 
INWARDS, CROSS-BARS 

(3000 SEK/M2)

PVC, ROTATE, 
OPEN OUTWARDS, NO BARS 

(2160 SEK/M2)

Original
values

Note! The result is in relation to the building as a whole!

Largest savings in energy and 
CO2 in relation to lifecycle cost. 

Savings
m2/year

Savings
50 year

Savings
SEK/year

- 3,2 
kWh

- 2,2 
kgCO2

-1200
SEK

 -16 MWh

 -11 tons

 -64 000
SEK

- 3,2 
kWh

- 1,3
kgCO2

-1340
SEK

- 2,2 
kWh

- 1 
kgCO2

-1340
SEK

- 2,2 
kWh

- 1,8 
kgCO2

-880
SEK

-16 MWh

-6,6 tons

-67 000
SEK

-10 MWh

  -5 tons

-67 000
SEK

 -10 MWh

 -9 tons

 -44 000
SEK

WOOD, ROTATE, OPEN 
OUTWARDS, NO BARS 

(2100 SEK/M2)

WOOD, 
50% ROTATE / 50% FIXED

(1680 SEK/M2)

WINNER

PVC, 
50% ROTATE / 50% FIXED 

(1600 SEK/M2)

PVC, SIMPLER ”KIPP-DREH”, 
OPEN INWARDS 
(1470 SEK/M2)

ORIGINAL
Figure 13. 

Figure 13. Figure 14. Figure 14. 

Figure 16.

Figure 16. 
PVC Kipp-dreh 
(NorDan 2020)

Figure 15.
PVC vridfönster
(NorDan 2020)

Photo Author

WINDOW COMPARISON
PART 1

WINDOW COMPARISON
PART 2
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ENERGY 
DEMAND

-1 kg CO2
100 kg/year
5 ton/50yrs

INTRODUCTION
The	villas	have	50/50	rheinzink/brick	 tile	 roofing,	due	 to	a	
durability experiment between client and architect. As the 
client said, "the one who lives will see the result". When 
comparing zink and tile roofs, one must include the whole 
roof construction and work hours, including all metal work 
on the house. The tiles are not complete in themselves, but 
has to be complemented with zink where the tiles cannot 
cover, such as gutter, drainpipes and around windows and 
chimney. Thus, complete costs must be compared, which 
interestingly led to the same building costs. Rheinzink 186 
000 SEK (complete), and brick tiles 126 000 (zink work) + 60 
000 (batten and tiles). 

Unchanged

RHEINZINK VS BRICK TILES

-1 kWh
-100 kWh/year
-5 MWh/50yrs

RT 821 HÖJSLEV (Ökobaudat 2016)
A1-A3 (Production)= 0,35kg co2/kg (16 kg co2/m2)
C3+C4 (End of life)= 0,0065 kgco2/kg

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITES
These are classic roof tiles for rough nordic climate, made 
in Denmark. A unique and durable claymix burnt in 1050° 
C - a higher temperature than many tiles on the market. The 
tiles have color variations which lifts the unique material ex-
pression of each roof and resembles well with nature.

RHEINZINK®-prePATINA (Ökobaudat 2016)
A1-A3 (Production)= 3,9kg co2/kg (16 kg co2/m2)
C3+C4 (End of life)= 0 (+phase D=100% recycleable)
Ökobaudat (2016)
 
ARCHITECTURAL QUALITES
The varation of zink and brick was initially a sustainability 
question, but in fact it became an interesting material varia-
tion that lifted the whole expression of the area. So in a way, 
the real-life experiment became an architectural quality. 

REFLECTIONS 
The lifecycle experiment result show that they are close in 
both LCA and LCC. Brick tiles had 1kgCO2/m2a less, due 
to lower production, but considering phase D, that zink can 
be 100% recycled and reused and generally be 70% reim-
bursed in value, it might still be the better option over time. 
Note	 that	 rheinzink	 is	 a	 specific	 product,	 different	 from	
other metals. Same with the tiles. The result does not mean 
that all metal and tile roofs are this equal. It is a comparison 
between two quality materials which have the possibility to 
age beautifully over time and keep high functionality and 
low maintenance for the building manager. 

Two good 
options!

1 kg 
becomes 
5 tons!

Figure 18. RT 821 Höjslev 1-kupig Lille Dansk
(Randers Tegel 2021)

Figure 17. RHEINZINK®-prePATINA
(Rheinzink 2021)
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Life cycle costs
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GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL (GWP)

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

RHEIN-
ZINK?

BRICK
TILES?

Case study Two roof types
Photo Robin Hayes
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ENERGY 
DEMAND

GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL (GWP)

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

-13 kg CO2
1300 kg/year
65 ton/50yrs

- 264€/m2

-264 000SEK/50yrs
- 5280 SEK/year 
- 440 SEK/month

-12 kWh
-1200 kWh/year
-60 MWh/50yrs

HEAT PUMP PELLETS BOILER

INTRODUCTION
The technical equipment for heating, distribution and trans-
fer	is	a	central	part	in	energy	efficient	buildings	and	a	good	
indoor climate. The technological systems in CAALA show 
a large difference in energy demand and GWP, as each sys-
tem are also assigned a CO2 intensity/kWh, based on Eu-
ropeen standards. Sweden has a much lower CO2 intensity 
as our energy production is clean due to nuclear power, wa-
ter, wind and sun. The Europeen context is kept in this ex-
periment, since Sweden is connected to the EU energy grid.

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 
The original house have a geothermal heatpump, ground/
water,	with	mechanical	ventilation	(FTX)	and	floor	heating.	
FTX is a a controlled ventilation with fans and heat recovery. 
The hot air going out, through a heat exchanger, pre-warms 
the incoming cold air (and/or the water). More accurately, a 
NIBE F1255 is installed; an inverter-controlled ground sour-
ce	heat	 pump	with	 integrated	water	 heater.	That	 specific	
product can not be chosen in CAALA, but one with similar 
function.The assigned CO2 intensity is 530gramCO2/kWh 
and	Performance	coefficient	(ep):	0.55

REFLECTION 
Some equipments will increase the buildings energy de-
mand, but have a smaller CO2 intensity. Others will do the 
opposite. E.g. some will increase the kWh and therefore en-
ergy cost, but still have low GWP, given that the CO2 intensi-
ty/kWh for that system is low. It is important to look at both 
when choosing the most balanced option. Another reality 
to consider is what the equipment needs from the tenant in 
terms of work, and the level of maintainance for the client 
since this is a rental villa. The work must be considered in 
the lifecycle cost, not just the price of purchase and installa-
tion.	Further	reflection	follows	on	the	next	page.	

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
Wood pellets boiler with natural ventilation (air through win-
dows	and	fixed	dampers	 in	the	walls).	Since	wood pellets 
boiler is considered as biofuel, the assigned CO2 intensity 
is as low as 20gramCO2/kWh. The value is also low due to 
natural ventilation instead of mechanical. This is why the 
GWP in energy use phase is less than half, looking at the 
GWP graph. 

12 

The new NIBE S Series 

Always updated
The new NIBE S Series is a step into the future of digitalisation. 

As technology develops, there are new opportunities to connect and 
optimise our daily lives. NIBE is now taking a great step in making heat 
pumps the heart of the smart home.

With an integrated wifi connection and the new myUplink app, you can 
control your indoor climate in a way suited to you. 

NIBE are constantly working to develop the software in your heat pump. 
When it’s time to update your software, our new technology platform 
enables us to send an update directly to your NIBE heat pump. All you 
need to do is authorise the update on your heat pump’s touchscreen. 
The latest software is always available at the touch of a button. This 
helps to optimise operations and maximise energy savings. 

The new NIBE S Series easily becomes a natural part of your smart 
home, both now and in the future. 

Remarkably 
35% less!

20% 
less energy!

Compare!

Figure 19. Bergvärmepump F1255.
(Nibe 2021). 

Figure 20. Pelletsbrännare ivo.tower 
(Wodke 2021). 

DISCUSSION ON ENERGY
Sweden has among the cleanest energy in the EU and the world. Our 
CO2 intensity in g/kWh is 13 grams. EU average is about 300 gram 
and Germany 440 gram. By comparison, Sweden is 23 times lower 
than EU average and 33 times lower than Germany. This is key when 
looking at the technical equipment and heating system of the house 
in CAALA, since by default it uses German/EU data. Since the en-
ergy use phase of a buildings lifecycle is at least 50% of total CO2 
emissions (GWP), lowering the CO2/kWh would have a large impact 
on	final	result.	Therefore,	a	discussion	is	motivated	about	using	the	
correct data. 

One could additionally argue that Sweden is part of the common Eu-
ropean energy market and a global CO2 footprint. When so called 
plus-energy houses are calculating their positive climate footprint, 
it is by saying that selling clean energy to other European nations 
would push out other unclean fossil energy from the grid. In simi-
lar way, if Sweden would use more energy than nationally produ-
ced, there would be a need to acquire unclean energy from the EU 
to compensate. Limiting energy demand is in any case of uttermost 
importance. That said, it could be fair to use EU context (average 
of 300gCO2/kWh) when making energy experiments in CAALA. 
However, this value also depends on chosen technical system for 
heating and distribution in the house. A geothermal heat pump, solar 
panels, wood pellets boiler, district heating or oil boiler, the CO2/kWh 
will vary intensely. Another example where using general and average 
values would be misleading. In the original CAALA model the default 
values (German context) will be used in the experiments, followed by 
a discussion. 

DISCUSSION ON GWP
Often pellets are calculated as CO2 neutral, because the CO2 they 
produce has been sequestrated when the trees were growing. Than 
mainly transport remains, but is not included in this LCA. Moreover, 
the pellets burner that CAALA seem to use is far too strong for the 
house. The probable need is 6- 8 KW and not 20 – 120 KW which is 
currently used in the experiment. Changing this in theory, should lead 
to even better GWP because a too effective machine will not help 
but make heat losses worse. The machine can not be changed in 
the	software	and	thus	reflections	are	needed	to	actualize	the	result.	
That said, changing to a wood pellets boiler with natural ventilation 
markedly lowered the GWP by 35% and energy demand by 20%, ma-
king it an interesting option to consider. The natural ventilation requi-
res less material, installations and maintainance. The CO2-intensity 
is extremely low for the pellets in CAALA, namely 20gramsCO2/kWh 
(0.02kg). Note, this is based on German data. Both EU-average and 
Swedish context would be different. 

Looking at the graph from EEA regarding CO2-intensity for several 
systems, and comparing the values to the CAALA software, the gas 
is 0.2 vs 0.23 in CAALA, the oil 0.3 vs 0.33 in CAALA, but the heat 
pump is deviate, 0.075 vs 0.53 in CAALA. To sum up, the values for 
gas and oil are corresponding, but heat pump is considerably diffe-
rent, making the experiment data questionable in Swedish context. 

HEATING SYSTEM DISCUSSION

Wood pellets does not exist in the graph unfortunetely. Heat pumps 
are popular in Scandinavia and the above graph from EEA estimates 
75gramCO2/kWh, not 530gram as CAALA says. CAALA likely inclu-
des the mechanical ventilation and perhaps other aspects too, such 
as the production of the heat pump and energy use for installation 
and drilling. The drilling is not needed for the pellets boiler.To conclu-
de, if the CO2 intensity is manually set to 75 grams in the experiment, 
as the graph suggests, the GWP result for the heat pump is exactly 
the same as for the pellets boiler (GWP 24), only twice the price in 
this case. But perhaps there are other hidden factors that explains 
the	difference,	such	as	performance	efficiency?

DISCUSSION ON COSTS
The investment price of the pellets boiler is estimated to 100 000 
SEK, 50k for product and 50k for installations. This is half the price 
of the heat pump investment. The price can certainly vary and is only 
an estimation. The LCC-experiment over 50 years reduces another 
40 000 SEK in repair, 25 000 in maintainance and as much as 100 
000 SEK in energy cost. CAALA adds these cost in percent/year on 
the investment, same for both pellets and heat pump. The pellets 
boiler	requires	refill	of	wood	pellets	and	a	storage	space,	which	must	
be solved architecturally. The boiler requires work from the tenants, 
perhaps even for the client who will have to buy pellets and perhaps 
have to deal with problems the tenants face in the matter. The boiler 
could	 be	 a	 cozy	 fireplace,	which	 adds	 to	 architectural	 experience.	
The cost of pellets vary from country to country, just like electrici-
ty, but it is a local material. In Austria at the moment, the price is 
around 22 cent/kg which is equivalent to 4,5 cent/kWh. Knowing the 
primary energy demand from the experiment (50Kwh/m2/year), the 
pellets will cost around 2500 SEK/year. Comparing to Swedish the 
prices from Stora Enso, 2800 SEK/ton pellets, or 2,8 SEK/kg (ca 28 
cent/kg). Close to the Austrian price but slightly higher. An estima-
tion of yearly pellets cost would be 2500-3000 SEK. This somehow 
has to be added to LCC. 

A geothermal heat pump still needs electricity, which is a cost, but 
since electricity is not the main energy source for the heat pump, 
the amount of electricity is low. The pump only needs electricity to 
start the heat extraction process, which generally allows a saving 
up to 75% of energy costs in Sweden. Slowly the investment cost 
will be compensated by the energy savings. In the end, the LCA-re-
sult depends on which values are given the heat pump in terms of 
CO2-intensity and which effect is given the pellets boiler. Secondly, 
the cost of a pellets boiler in reality, and the cost to run it over time, 
is	difficult	to	estimate.		

CONCLUSION
What can be said is that pellets seem cheaper initially due to the dril-
ling needed for heat pumps, and much less CO2, if the data is correct 
regarding the Swedish context for the heat pump? Perhaps even a 
good	architectural	addition	with	a	fire	place.	The	choice	depends	on	
correct data, and if the client can accept the possible extra work of 
buying and storing the pellets. If so, then pellets seem to be a better 
choice. 

Figure 21. CO2 emission intensity for 
electricity in different nations (EEA 2020). 

Figure 22. CO2 emissions for various 
heating systems (Nibe 2021, p.7). 
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Ground source heat pumps from NIBE
Indoor comfort is in our nature

 7

Start with a heat pump  
from NIBE
When making the switch from fossil fuels to renewable energy, you will 
experience benefits across the board. Not only will you do the environ-
ment a favour, you will save money by doing so.

With a heat pump from NIBE, you can create a perfect indoor climate by 
using renewable energy from your local surroundings. It immediately 
starts to deliver an environmental payback in the form of reduced energy 
consumption and emissions. 

Since electricity is not the main energy source for the heat pump, the 
amount of electricity required is relatively low. It is only needed to drive 
the pump and enable the heat extraction process, allowing you to save 
up to 75% of your energy costs. With energy prices continually rising, 
you’re unlikely to regret your decision. In fact, you’ll start enjoying savings 
from the first month.
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BOSTADSHUS MED TEGELTAK;
HUS A, C, E, K, M

KOMPL.BYGGN. FÖRRÅD

KOMPL.BYGGN. MJÖLKPALL

PARKERINGSPLATS

NYTT TRÄD

BEFINTLIGT TRÄD

STENLAGD UTEPLATS PÅ
MARK; HUS A-E & HUS I-M

UPPSTOLPAD ALTAN OVAN
MARK; HUS F-H
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SUMMARY
COMBINED EXPERIMENTS

This is a summary of all the chosen experiments from the investigation. All the best options were com-
bined	into	one	final	proposal.	The	next	pages	describe	the	architectural	changes,	and	total	savings	of	
life cycle cost and climate footprint, followed by different conclusive discussions. Large optimization po-
tentials were found. Some design experiments saved resources, while some new improvements added 
resources.	The	final	savings	are	thus	plus	and	minus	values	combined	into	a	final	saving	percentage,	
which	is	seen	on	the	next	spread,	but	first	out	are	the	architectural	qualites.

LIFESPAN
The lifespan experiment to prolong the life of the building is not implemented, since both buildings have 
more or less the same lifespan potentials. In both original and new proposal, 50 years was used for fair 
comparison. Still important to remember the immense improvement if the building could last 100 years 
or more.

ORIENTATION
The new proposal orients the facade with most windows to south-southest to make better use of pas-
sive energy, southern sun on the large terrace and to create more unique spatial experiences along the 
street. Originally the villa orientations were a placed in two circles with entrances facing the street, and 
with a heat demand based on west facing facade.

ROOF
The	pitched	roof	was	changed	to	a	flat	shed	roof	with	small	3/5	degree	angle	with	extension	for	sha-
ding and rain protection by entrance and terrace. Due to the overlapping angles, the roof material will be 
visible from both entrance and terrace side.

NEW VOLUME AND PLAN - New villa has two shifted volumes in different scales. A rationalized plan 
with circulation around a dark core, new window proportions, increased daylight and ceiling height for 
generous	and	flexible	living	room,	two	general	bedrooms,	closed	airlock	entrance,	integrated	and	expan-
ded  storage, and doubled terrace. 

VOLUME SUMMARY

MATERIAL SUMMARY

FOUNDATION 
Both	construction	 types	and	new	materials	were	 investigated	 to	find	alternative	 to	concrete.	Koljern	
(foamglas) slab was chosen due to best performace in GWP and energy demand, and least maintenan-
ce over time. Punctual foundations would also work, but would be worth more if the ground levels were 
even more diverse than the original site. 

WINDOW TYPE 
The new window is made of wood instead of aluminium. A possible compromize to reduce re-painting 
would be to have wood inside and PVC outside, but that option was never tried. They now open by ro-
tating outwards. The glass-dividing bars are taken away and 50% are not openable. All in all it improves 
u-values, creates cleaner appearances and practical window use.

ROOF
Regarding	roof	materials,	brick	tile	roofing	showed	slightly	less	climate	impact,	but	after	reflections	they	
were considered very equal. A mix was chosen to appreciate the diversity and to evaluate both materials 
over time in real life. 

TECHNICAL SYSTEM
A separate proposal was made for the technical system experiment, because it had such large impact 
that it did not feel fair to use the result without clear explainations. The change from heat pump and 
mechanical ventilation, to pellets boiler with natural ventilation, saved almost as much as all the other 
experiments combined. The two seperate proposals are displayed on the next spread. 
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TOTAL 50 YEARS

Proposal 1
Orientation
Window type
Foundation
Roof material
Flat roof
New plan/volume

SAVING 
%
Proposal 2
Pellets heating
% Addition
NEW SAVING

185 000

-5000
-11 000
-16 000

-5000
-25 000

+5000

-57 000
31%

-45 000
24%
55%

LCA (kgCO2)

4 792 000

-7000
-64 000

+114 000
-+0

-486 000
+180 000

-263 000
5,4%

-228 000
4,7%
10%

LCC (SEK)

310 000

-5000
-16 000
-11 000

-5000
-45 000

+25 000

-57 000
18%

-45 000
15%
33%

Energy (kWh)
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TOTAL SAVING

31% 
CO2

55% 
CO2

5,4% 
COST

10% 
COST

18% 
ENERGY

33% 
ENERGY

PROPOSAL 1
WITH HEAT PUMP

PROPOSAL 2
WITH PELLETS

+
+

+
+

-11 kg CO2
-1100 kg/year
-55 ton/50yrs

- 225€/m2

-225 000SEK/50yrs
- 4500 SEK/year 
- 375 SEK/month

-10 kWh
-1000 kWh/year
-50 MWh/50yrs

-20 kg CO2
-2000 kg/year
-100 ton/50yrs

- 458€/m2

-458 000SEK/50yrs
- 38 000 SEK/year 
- 3200 SEK/month

-19 kWh
-1900 kWh/year
-95 MWh/50yrs

12 

The new NIBE S Series 

Always updated
The new NIBE S Series is a step into the future of digitalisation. 

As technology develops, there are new opportunities to connect and 
optimise our daily lives. NIBE is now taking a great step in making heat 
pumps the heart of the smart home.

With an integrated wifi connection and the new myUplink app, you can 
control your indoor climate in a way suited to you. 

NIBE are constantly working to develop the software in your heat pump. 
When it’s time to update your software, our new technology platform 
enables us to send an update directly to your NIBE heat pump. All you 
need to do is authorise the update on your heat pump’s touchscreen. 
The latest software is always available at the touch of a button. This 
helps to optimise operations and maximise energy savings. 

The new NIBE S Series easily becomes a natural part of your smart 
home, both now and in the future. 

ALL RESULTS 
IN RELATION TO 

ORIGINAL 
BUILDING.

2. Overview

2.1. Primary energy demand

63
kWh/(m a)2

AN

Current variant Performance treshold KfW 55 KfW 40

0 50 100 150 200 250

2.2. Life Cycle Assessment

Primary energy non renewable (PENRT)

40 76 112

A1-A3 Production
B4 Replacement
B6 Energy demand in use phase
C3+C4 End-of-life

0.05

83.81

6.27

52.99

143
kWh/(m a)2

NFA

Global warming potential (GWP)

9.4 17.0 24.6

B4 Replacement
B6 Energy demand in use phase
C3+C4 End-of-life
A1-A3 Production

-2.37
14.32

22.45

1.64

36
kg CO₂-eq/ m²a
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Life cycle costs

Investment costs Energy costs Maintenance & Replacement Repair CO₂ Cost

3,468.41

283.64

518.95

2,743.94

7,015
€/m2

GFA
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ENERGY DEMAND

GLOBAL WARMING 
POTENTIAL

LIFE CYCLE COSTS

MECHANICAL 
VENTILATION

NATURAL 
VENTILATION

SAME 
IMPACT AS ALL 

OTHER BUILDING 
EXPERIMENTS 

COMBINED!

 PROPOSAL 1 WITH HEAT PUMP

 ORIGINAL BUILDING WITH HEAT PUMP

 PROPOSAL 2 WITH PELLETS BOILER

P.1

P.2
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RESEARCH QUESTION

SUB-QUESTIONS

• How can economy become a driver (or hinder) for 
"sustainable Swedish housing"?
This	 question	 depends	 on	 how	economy	 is	 defined.	 If	 economy	
focus is mainly building costs, then it can be seen as hinder. If ad-
ding life cycle perspective, some economic choices today can be 
a driver for better economic management tomorrow. In the total 
lifecycle cost, the cost of operation, repair and maintenance is 
just as much, if not more, than the initial building cost, especially 
if	the	building	lasts	for	100	years.	It	 is	therefore	important	to	find	
out early where the best potentials for saving operational cost can 
be found. Is it the technical equipment, the building shape, or in a 
certain material or elsewhere? If an overestimated economic value  
can be found in the design, for example an unneccessary material 
or architectural function, and then be erazed or even re-located to a 
better place regarding climate footprint and architecture, than the 
economic analysis has become a driver for sustainability. 

By increasing the building cost in the right way, money should be 
spent on materials that requires lower maintenance costs. In that 
way, investing in quality is not even an extra cost and thus, econo-
mic analysis is a driver for lower emissions and better architecture. 
If economy is seen from a lifecycle perspective, it will also be ea-
sier to communicate and motivate higher initial cost to the client.
If the architects are part of the economic planning process, they 
can regularly follow-up costs associated with their design. Staying 
on budget will prevent sustainable goals from disappearing along 
the way.

• How can architects begin to work with economy? 
It has to start with an interest. Realizing how economy affects eve-
rything and everyone. Every project must be economically feasible, 
and if architects learn about production prices, building prices, ma-
terial and work prices, energy prices, economic planning and logics, 
real estate economy, business principles, budgets, risks, rate of re-
turn, regulations for different building types, life cycle thinking of 
buildings and so on, the role of the architect will become more im-
portant	in	the	future.	The	first	step	is	to	start	showing	interest	and	
lean towards learning. Talk to architects who has the experience. 
Talk to other disciplines to undertand their economic perspectives. 
Start do add economy in school projects. 

TITLE DISCUSSION
The result show that through life cycle thinking and cost calcula-
tions, it is possible to build cheaper but better. Making a building 
cheaper by removing building parts and choosing lower quality 
materials	 is	not	difficult,	but	 improving	 it	while	making	 it	cheaper	
is something entirely different. That is what the title refers to. For 
example,	the	experiments	show	that	making	a	flat	roof	would	save	
10% of total lifecycle cost, 14 % of CO2 and 9% of energy, but that 
would also change the building appearance so much that they are 
not fully comparable anymore. In this case, to make up for the lost 
qualities	of	the	larger	volume,	the	flat	roof	were	given	some	angles	
and thereby a higher indoor ceiling. In that way, a quality has not 
just been taken away, but been replaced with a new, and better. 
That addition has a cost also in CO2 and energy use. Whether the 
new roof is "better" or not, is of course up to interpretation of ones 
esthetics and which architectural parameters that are chosen. If 
an architectural parameter would be to "maximize storage space", 
then perhaps a different experiment would be better. The point 
is again, what other values were added by the cost saved by the 
re-design? That can be seen in the list of calculations. The interre-
lation of the different parameters is about balancing, comparing 
and prioritizing what is worth the most and where the investment 
create the highest value. Both cost and CO2 follow the energy use, 
since energy has a price/kWh and a CO2-intensity/kWh. Reducing 
building cost can go both ways for CO2. Removing materials will 
lower CO2 but cheaper materials might have higher CO2, but not 
always. The building cost is a certain percentage of the life cycle 
cost, depending on how long the building stands. The repair and 
maintenance is decided by the building cost and type of materials. 
Changes in the design often affects all parameters. 

For the title to work it has another delimitation. It is easy to add new 
functions, change the program and increase the sizes and thereby 
claim an improvement. However, the new proposal must address 
the client's need. The focus was rather to improve the ideas al-
ready present. For example, there are endless plan layouts possible 
within the original limit of 84 m2, but too immense changes make 
the plans less comparable in terms of similar architectural values. 
Therefore the new design still ressembles ideas from the old, both 
in regards to plan layout and materials. 

An important note about prices in the model is that the same m2/
price	is	used	no	matter	the	amount	of	that	specific	material,	which	
might not be the case in reality. If reducing the amount of CLT pur-
chased, perhaps the price/m2 would get more expensive. Similar 
the other way around, e.g. increasing the amount of windows 
would lead to a better price/m2 , but perhaps more work hours and 
cost. Every element is part of the whole and every change has se-
condary effects. Since it goes both ways in this case, materials are 
both added and removed in the same way, perhaps that evens out 
the results. 

WHAT ARE THE POTENTIALS TO MINIMIZE 
LIFECYCLE COSTS AND CLIMATE FOOTPRINT IN HOUSING 
AND AT THE SAME ENSURE [IMPROVE] 
ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES?

CHEAPER 
BUT BETTER
"An investigation of the interrelation between building costs, 
life cycle costs, energy use, climate footprint and architectu-
ral qualities, of a small rental villa in Sweden"

According to the chosen parameters and price esti-
mations, large life cycle optimization potentials were 
found. The result of re-designing and improving the 
building volume (e.g., orientation, roof, and plan layout) 
and selected materials (e.g., window and foundation), 
reduced lifecycle cost by 5,4%, energy by 18%, 
and CO2 emissions by 31%. Replacing the tech-
nical equipment further increased total savings 
up to 10%, 33% and 55%. The result is a summary 
of plus and minus values, combining selected experi-
ments	into	one	final	design	proposal.	For	more	indepth	
summary of the calculations and design changes 
made, see previous pages. Note that this was done on a 
villa that was already above Swedish average in terms of 
low carbon and high qualities. Doing the same to a simpler 
standard villa would increase the result even further. 

1 • THINK BEYOND 50 YEARS
To apply lifecycle thinking on all aspects is the main purpose of 
the experiments, proving that higher initial costs will even out 
in the future by savings during operation, maintainance and re-
placement, and at the same time reduce climate footprint. The 
lifespan experiment is a clear example where the yearly costs 
[LCA and LCC] follows the lifetime of the building. Even with 
identical materials, a 25-year building will emit 50kgCO2/m2a 
compared to 32 kg for a 100-year-building.  That is 36% less 
CO2, just by prolonging the lifetime of the building! On top of 
that, the yearly cost is 160 000 SEK [25 years] compared to 70 
000 SEK [100 years], which is less than half the cost per year!

2 • REDUCE UNNESSECARY MATERIALS 
By	re-designing	the	roof	and	removing	the	intermediate	floor,	
about 500 000 SEK was saved over 50 years [340 000 SEK 
in building costs and 150 000 in operation, maintenance and 
repair]. One share was re-invested in better architectural quali-
ties, such as a new plan layout, larger terrace with roof exten-
sions for weather protection, a closed (still unheated) entrance 
patio with windows, larger windows elsewhere, increased ce-
iling height and changing to a climate friendly foundation of 
foamglas instead of concrete. All this and more, was paid by 
re-designing	the	roof!	Reducing	the	floor	size	of	one	bedroom	
to enlarge another, created two general rooms. The new win-
dow	placements	simplifies	 furnishment.	Moreover,	 removing	
the	window	bars	and	making	selected	windows	fixed,	will	re-
duce cost that could be spent on better u-values, which in turn 
will save energy cost (Some of the re-designing and re-invest-
ment might not even be extra cost in the long run). By lowering 
the building cost, the client can also offer more affordable 
rents and lower the risk of vacancies, and thereby even tap 
into social sustainability.  

3 • PRIORITIZE UNREPLACEABLE MATERIALS
People have a tendency to invest more in the visible, rather 
than the invisible. For example, no one can lay any foundation 
other than what is already laid. A beatiful kitchen can easily 
cost 300 000 SEK (or much more!) and be replaced after 25 
years, while a concrete foundation only cost 100 000 SEK and 
must last the entire lifetime of the buidling. It should be an 
obvious choice to prioritize an additional 100 000 SEK on a 
foundation like Koljern, to improve insulation performance, sa-
fety and climate neutrality. Investing in the invisble loadbearing 
structure, which normally compose the largest climate impact 
of all major builidng elements, is a central strategy. 

4 • INVEST IN ARCHITETURAL QUALITIES 
The architectural qualities are close connected to cost and cli-
mate	footprint.	A	house	that	breathes	quality	will	reflect	care	
for its user and that appreciation will reduce the possibility of 
the house being torn down [remember the impact of prolonged 
lifetime]. Designing for adaptability, imagining how spaces can 
be used differently over time, will be useful for more people, 
and the client, and will reduce the need for costly renovations. 
The architectural spaces must be perceived as pleasurable, 
the proportions be in harmony, the materials age beautifully 
and the functions serve their purpose well. In that way, lifecycle 
thinking will lead to a balanced architecture that builds a better 
society for all. 

5 • LOW MAINTENANCE MATERIALS
Everyone, both landlord, tenant, future owner, and society, be-
nefits	from	low	maintenance	materials.	The	materials	should	
be durable and age beautifully. In this case, both the zink and 
brick tile roof will last 100 years with very little maintenance. 
The cedar facade is rot-resistant and will naturally change co-
lor over time with no need for painting [but perhaps other small 

treatment].	The	 interior	floor	 is	stone	clinker	and	near	 impos-
sible	to	wear	out.	The	terrace	is	wood	of	core	pine,	a	finer	selec-
tion. Window sills and kitchen bench is made of granite. Heat 
pumps normally work quite well, but most technical systems 
are anyways high on the list of maintenance and replacements. 

6 • ENCOURAGE WOOD PRODUCTS
The adaptation to renewable resources are key to lower CO2 
emissions. Wood binds CO2 and releases it when disposed or 
burned. It is like borrowing emissions, but also preventing much 
worse emission sources, e.g. concrete, steel and many plastics. 
Trees can also be re-grown, while sand for concrete or iron from 
mining	will	one	day	run	out.	Wood	is	lighter	and	more	flexible	to	
move and requires less transport to construction. The villa had 
originally wood on facade, insulation, loadbearing structure and 
terrace - which all contribute to lower climate footprint - and 
nothing of that was changed after the experiments. 

7 • ADAPT TO SUN AND SITE 
Placing the buildings on site is normally seen as an architectural 
quality of accessability, nature interrelation, views from the in-
side and getting sun on the terrace. But more than that, the ex-
periments show that orientation can lower energy demand and 
thereby CO2 emissions and cost. Eight houses were re-oriented 
with largest windows towards south-southeast for best result. 

8 • BALANCE EMBODIED- & OPERATIONAL ENERGY
Adding insulation to the climate shell and better u-values in win-
dows might have a higher initial cost, but the reduced energy 
use will save cost and climate impact over time. This was ba-
lanced to the point where the energy savings are still worth the 
extra material cost [the case study was already quite effective]. 
At some point, the extra insulation will not help anymore and 
just become an unnecessary cost. Note that adding insulation 
thickness	will	 also	 reduce	 floor	 area.	 Removing	 the	 glass-di-
viding	window	bars	and	changing	 to	50%	fixed	windows,	 im-
proved the u-values and saved about 5% of total energy use. 
Another 4% in energy was reduced by the foamglas foundation.

9 • DARE TO CHALLENGE BUILDING ROUTINES
The building sector is quite conservative and many materials 
are used mainly by routine. The materials are considered good 
only because they are so widely used. Routine materials can be 
concrete, steel, mineral wool, aluminium and gypsum. Many of 
which have high embodied energy. Luckily, this case study is al-
ready above average and against maintstream in some sense. 
For example, there was not much gypsum, which is normally 
added to walls and ceilings even when not required. The stan-
dard concrete foundation was replaced by foamglas, which 
saved 16-26 tons of CO2, 10-15% of total emissions. The routi-
ne is to use EPS and XPS insulation below the concrete. This 
is seldom talked about, but these plastic foams that is below 
most houses will absorb moist and loose their insulation per-
formance	(Pfeifer	2013).	This	is	significant	and	a	routine	that	is	
challanged in the new proposal. 

10 • DO NOT FORGET THE HEATING SYSTEM
The heating system had a remarkable impact on LCA [and LCC] 
due to energy use and CO2 intensity/kWh. If the experiment 
data is correct, the impact was as large as all the other building 
experiments combined! That says something about the impor-
tance for architects to investigate and integrate well, early in 
their design. 

LEARNINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS
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FINAL THOUGHTS

construction phase as well. E.g. architectural design is not 
always the same measures as the supplier's measures. This 
creates margins of error when, for example, installing roof ti-
les. Or the accuracy of the CLT structure, where the tectonics 
is	difficult	 to	achieve	due	to	different	dimensional	margins	of	
error between concrete and CLT.  According to the builders, the 
architects	draw	a	lot	that	cannot	be	built	or	that	 is	difficult	to	
achieve due to lack of construction understanding. While the 
architects thinks their ideas are ignored and changed to make 
it easier for the builders. 

LEGISLATION AND CERTIFICATION
Politics can be an obstacle, especially when being a municipal 
owned company that builds rental housing. Regarding the case 
study, they were lucky to have positive politicians that under-
stood the value of what they were doing. A real estate economy 
professor apparently said that it is possible to build this way 
if one has creative municipal council (M.Bengtsson, personal 
communication, 25 May, 2021). There is always opposition 
when doing new things against mainstream. 

The legislations and other important contextual aspects dif-
fer between private and public companies, rental or condo-
miniums and so on. E.g. the Public Procurement Act is a law 
in Sweden that regulates purchases made by authorities and 
other	 organizations	 that	 are	 financed	with	 public	 funds.	 The	
law is based on EU directives and seem to be strictly followed. 
In other words, Viskaforshem would not be able to tell the buil-
der to sharpen up otherwise they choose another company 
next time, because it is not fully up to them, being a non-private 
company. 

The accounting regulations does not directly seem to be writ-
ten to simplify sustainability either. The annual accounting 
actually requires that the house be written down to the value it 
had on day 1, even if the company and project is showing pro-
fit.	Not	all	accountants	can	handle	that	(M.Bengtsson,	personal	
communication, 25 May, 2021). There is similar challenges in 
regulations regarding the rate of return and estimated risks. 
Crona (2018) suggested a way to facilitate higher architectural 
qualities	by	waiting	with	 the	 real	estate	valuation	 the	first	10	
years and let the initial building cost be the actual value, before 
the devaluation (write-off time) begins. 

If the Swedish governmental strategy against high building 
costs is to build cheaper, this will be an obstacle for companies 
wanting to build with higher quality. The legislations should 
help, not hinder sustainable buildings. 

Lifecycle costs and life cycle assessments matter most when 
it	might	lead	to	a	"building	certification"	and	points	as	proof	of	
quality, giving the company prestige, marketing and possibility 
of raised prices. An idea again by Crona (2018) is to extend the 
start of devaluation by certifying the house by an environmen-
tal system like Svanen or Miljöbyggnad Guld. 

INADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE AND RESOURCES
The building sector trusts the material because it is standard 
and videly used, but also because their experience says the 
material "works". Climate friendly materials can not always be 
measured by experience. Proven science could well get a re-
naissance. This was partly done in the case study, as the client 
collaborated with academia and tried to implement proven 
architectural research (e.g. CBA, Chalmers). Moreover, wrong 
reputation through inadequate analysis is another issue. Spe-
aking to some manufacturers, they express how their product 
has not been presented truthfully, using partial data and not se-
eing it holistically. Bad reputation becomes an obstacle for their 
climate friendly options. The public might not have material 
knowledge and thus architects has a responsibility to educate. 

The reputation of architects not caring about costs is also an 
obstacle. The architecture education could help with that, by 
implementing economy better in school. 

Another issue of transition can be lack of material supply and 
to deliver on time. The concrete industry is widespread. What 
happens if the Koljern foundation made of foamglas would be-
come widespread accross Sweden and Europe? One material 
is certainly not good in all situations, but it has the performance 
potential to grow. Is the supplier able to meet the demand?

COMPANIES AND PROFITS
The size of the company seem to matter. Larger companies 
seem to have larger obstacles, or perhaps less interest, in buil-
ding with higher quality. This might seem strange, as larger 
companies often has more available resources and thereby 
possibilities, but they consist of a multitude of departments 
with	increased	bureaucracy,	all	needing	their	share	of	the	profit.	
There are many lines in the chain, perhaps too many, which 
makes the building sector unwieldy. This might be one of the 
reasons why architecture companies more and more build 
in-house,	by	own	initiative.	To	lead	the	project	from	start	to	fi-
nish, the original ideas are easier to keep and there are fewer 
stakeholders in the chain. Another reason for many intermedia-
ries is the possibility to share the burden to deliver the product 
on time. In the case study, the windows were aquired from Der-
ome, who then aquired from the manufacturer. Derome thus 
has	its	own	profit.	This	is	to	pass	on	a	responsibility	to	deliver	
on time, even if money could be saved on fewer intermediaries 
(C. Lindström, personal communication, 18 Feb, 2021). An ad-
vantage of larger companies is explained by the Committee on 
Modern Building Regulations: the price of land has immensly 
increased the last years but larger companies with resources 
have been able to aquire their own land, getting an advantage 
in the competition, making them less dependant on municipal 
land allocation (SOU 2019:68). 

The construction industry suggests materials with largest pro-
fit	margins.	As	a	customer	you	must	be	aware	of	the	material	
details yourself and decide properly, because you are constant-
ly exposed to the wish of changing materials. This is logical, 
being	a	business,	 trying	to	find	ways	of	earning	money.	Mar-
ket driven prices can thus be an obstacle, because changing a 
material detail might change the architectural quality intended. 
According to the architect A. Svensson (personal communica-
tion, 12 Feb, 2021) this happened to a small scale in the case 
study, where the window lintel was built in cedar instead of pa-
inted wood as intended. The reason could very well have been 
mis-communication, which is another common obstacle, but 
anyhow, it had to be replaced, which likely meant a cost for all 
stakeholders, in terms of time, new material and work hours.

The discussion have addressed some areas of obstacles, but is 
certainly not a complete or unquestionable summary. Moreo-
ver it is mostly within scandinavian context. It hopefully gives a 
direction for further investigations and in some sense, sums up 
the thesis work. There are a few unattended ambitions perso-
nally, where if I had more time, I would have enjoyed presenting 
and discussing the result with the main case study stakehol-
ders and add their perspectives to the thesis as a natural en-
ding. That dialogue will most hopefully happen in spite of the 
thesis closure, but I wish I could have passed it on. 

INCENTIVES
What is in it for me? Even if the building lasts 100 years 
(or hopefully much longer) and immensly lowers lifetime 
cost and climate footprint, the stakeholder might not care 
because who knows whether they will own the building for 
that long? One obstacle is an ethical and moral one, where 
design decisions can either be based on a short term or 
long term perspective and a responsible analysis of how 
the building will affect people and planet in the years to 
come. As Crona says: "What is built today must support 
our lives for many generations if we are to make a sustai-
nable building claim. From a long term perspective, it is 
expensive to build cheap". (2018, p.6). 

Similar attitude was expressed in a conversation with M.
Bengtsson: "it could be nice not just leaving behind lar-
ge amounts of maintenance work for the company and 
society" (personal communication, 25 May, 2021). Settling 
for	 less	profit,	 for	 the	sake	of	others,	 is	 certainly	difficult	
to	sell.	Settling	for	 less	 instant	profit,	but	 increased	profit	
over time, is easier, but perhaps a different business mo-
del.	Or	as	in	this	thesis,	finding	ways	to	both	lower	instant	
building cost, and life cycle cost, should be interesting for 
everyone. Economic incentives is crucial if the building se-
ctor is to change at the speed neccessary to reduce global 
warming. As many people in the industry might not care 
enough	for	the	climate,	it	is	important	to	find	ways	of	ma-
king	quality	and	less	climate	footprint	profitable.	Caring	for	
the climate is in some cases a luxury not all people and na-
tions can afford, but at the same time, not caring is coun-
terproductive, because we destroy the very thing that gives 
us life and resources. Architects and others, must learn to 
use the tools available, to design and communicate how to 
make buildings cheaper but better. It must be economical-
ly interesting to build "better", which is why this thesis can 
spark an important dialoge. 

IDEOLOGY
Ideology can be an obstacle to change and introducing new 
materials. What is a good house? What is standard? What 
is considered beautiful? Ideologies, cultures and trends af-
fect our view of architecture. The ideology differ between 
countries even in scandinavia. Take for example our neig-
hbour, Denmark. Their widespread view of a good house 
is a one storey building, heavy weight, made of concrete 
and bricks and no bars on the windows. A wooden house 
to them is built by those who cannot afford brick. Mostly 
it is not built at all, because companies are unsure of how 
to calculate and build it. The ideology of the Swedish villa 
is the opposite, two storey building, light weight, made of 
wood and preferably window bars. There are of course rea-
sons for this, such as how our local materials have chaped 
our building industry. No matter the reason, new design 
can be sensitive. In the case study experiments, some 
sensitivity can be seen in removing the window bars (e.g. 
better insulation), replacing concrete with foamglas (e.g. 
less CO2),	going	for	a	flat	roof	 instead	of	pitched	(e.g.	sa-
ving money) and so on. When challenging the ideology, it is 
important to explain why and what they get in return. The 
new ways could very well work and be bought by the client, 
because one of the main issues is that materials normally 
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are not questioned at all,  just accepted because they are 
commonly used elsewhere. It is important to start a dia-
logue between the different stakeholders and give insight 
to help others make the choice by their own. 

CONSERVATIVE BUILDING SECTOR
Why	 is	 the	building	sector	so	difficult	 to	wield	and	trans-
form? One reason is the long chains and how one change, 
means another change somewhere else. The sustainable 
transition affects all. The industry is not too quick to adapt 
new innovation and ways of working. The sector is con-
servative in their scepticism to new things. A new kind of 
system and work method, means new time plans, educa-
ting the company workers and increased work hours. Even 
if you tell them it will help them in the end, why should they 
change their system just because your system is chang-
ed? They have worked a certain way with certain methods, 
proceedures and materials for many years and feel con-
fident	 in	their	work	and	can	take	responsibility	for	the	re-
sult. There are uncertainties on how to calculate the costs 
of new materials and methods. Perhaps they must invite 
specialstsis when their own workers on site are unsure of 
the new method, which can get costly. If the leader is to 
teach their workers to learn something new, then at least 
they want some money for it, because if something goes 
wrong, who stands responsible? That is the question. A 
new type of construction might even need new cranes and 
thereby new safety regulations and so on. 

One way to convice the sector to change is to communica-
te well how the new method, or material, is really the future 
of the sector. That motivates investment. They are also 
aware	 that	 the	 first	 and	 second	 house	 they	 build	 in	 this	
"new way", they might loose money due to high risk and 
little experience. But number three, they have learnt from 
their experiences and can start making money. New ways 
is a risk, because the road has not been walked before, not 
by them at least. 

Moreover, large companies can stear their projects and 
see the future clearer. They have better opportunity to 
build-in the new methods from start and follow the who-
le way. New systems are harder to implement when the 
entreprenour is changed along the way and has no expe-
rience of that new system of work. A few failed projects 
can also create a bad reputation and concern, making the 
industry even more sceptical. One example is building a 
passive house and not teaching the users and building ma-
nager how the system works. If used in the wrong way, the 
energy is no longer lower. Technical education is important 
in that case. 

GAP BETWEEN PROFESSIONS
In many of the interviews conducted there are expressions 
of a gap between architects, engineers, constructors, buil-
ding manager and similar disciplines. The gap is caused 
by	 conflicting	 goals,	 knowledge,	 understanding	 or	 just	
mis-communication. The early collaboration and planning 
is	 important,	 as	 later	 changes	 are	 either	 very	 difficult	 to	
achieve, or very costly, causing budgets to exceed their 
limitations. There are trivial problems of irritation in the 

What are the obstacles to implement the result and ideas of this thesis in the industry? 
This	is	a	discussion	combining	personal	reflections	as	well	as	aspects	heard	or	read	throughout	the	thesis	work.	
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